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ASPECT ORB ASPECT ORB
Conj (0 deg 00 min)  1 deg 00 min Oppos (180 deg 00 min)  1 deg 00 min
Sqr (90 deg 00 min)  1 deg 00 min Trine (120 deg 00 min)  1 deg 00 min
Sxtil (60 deg 00 min)  1 deg 00 min
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25 Feb 2022     (13 Nov 2021 to 22 Mar 2022) Ura Oppos Asc

Upsets and unexpected changes in relationships are extremely likely at this time. A free-spirited,
independent streak arises in you, making you more selfish, independent, and unwilling to tolerate
being stifled by another. You also rebel against others who are domineering or rigid in their way of
dealing with other people.

2 Mar 2022      (27 Jan 2022 to 12 Aug 2022) Plu Trine Ura

Creative abilities that have been dormant are now awakened. This is a period when you can tap into
new creative talents, and become more spontaneous and inventive. The ability to improvise and
respond to situations spontaneously, rather than needing a great deal of preparation, is heightened.

17 Mar 2022     (16 Mar 2022 to 18 Mar 2022) Merc Trine Asc

Communications are excellent now. You come across clearly and present yourself articulately. Public
speaking, interviews, and other transactions with the public are favored. Conversations you have at this
time go smoothly, and an agreement can be reached.

17 Mar 2022     (16 Mar 2022 to 18 Mar 2022) Sun Trine Nep

At this time you really enjoy art, theatre, music, and your own inner world of fantasy. Your
imagination is vivid. If you have an interest in spiritual matters, these interests come to the fore now
also. The inability to be decisive and a lack of energy or drive is a negative possibility. You can be quite
lazy now.

17 Mar 2022     (17 Mar 2022 to 18 Mar 2022) Merc Conj Sun

You make yourself perfectly clear at this time, coming across in a very direct, articulate manner. Your
honesty and willingness to communicate openly impresses others. This is a good time to give a speech,
present your ideas publicly, or simply express your viewpoint to the people who matter the most in your
life. If you are in a profession dealing with words, ideas, or communications, this is a very positive and
fruitful time for you.

18 Mar 2022     (18 Mar 2022 to 19 Mar 2022) Ven Sxtil Mars

Romance and flirtations are likely now. You are feeling warm, expressive, and lively. Loving feelings
flow between you and the people you meet, especially those of the opposite sex. Friendships are also
strengthened at this time. Also, your creativity and desire to make something beautiful is stimulated
now.
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18 Mar 2022     (18 Mar 2022 to 19 Mar 2022) Ven Sxtil Sat

You are feeling sober and realistic about love at this time, and are interested in being with people you
respect and can depend upon - your oldest, true-blue friends. Also, reaching out to an older relative or
another mature, experienced person can mean a lot to you and be mutually beneficial now.

18 Mar 2022     (18 Mar 2022 to 19 Mar 2022) Sun Oppos Ura

Relationships go awry or at least take an unexpected turn. The need for more freedom,
independence, or novelty on your part, or on the part of someone close to you, may disrupt the status
quo in an important relationship. or, you may come into contact with someone who is very different
from yourself and who challenges, surprises, or upsets you. Expect the unexpected in your
relationships!

18 Mar 2022     (18 Mar 2022 to 19 Mar 2022) Ven Sqr Asc

You are a peacemaker now, for harmony in your environment seems more important than ever.
Loving relationships, giving and receiving affection, and attracting people into your life who are good
for you are very likely at this time.

21 Mar 2022     (20 Mar 2022 to 22 Mar 2022) Mars Sxtil Mars

You are capable of forceful, decisive action, and you have the will to carry through on your intentions
at this time. Physically, you feel good and your energy is flowing smoothly. Also, your interactions with
others are feisty and spirited. you inspire others to take action and group efforts or joint projects are
favored.

21 Mar 2022     (20 Mar 2022 to 22 Mar 2022) Mars Sxtil Sat

Self-discipline, training, persevering through a dry or slow period, and working quietly or in meager
circumstances are themes in this time period. You have the ability and stamina to concentrate, to work
carefully and thoroughly, and to accomplish something modest, yet of real practical value and
substance now.

21 Mar 2022     (20 Mar 2022 to 22 Mar 2022) Mars Sqr Asc

Irritations, conflicts with the people you relate to on a daily basis, and a generalized feeling of
impatience or edginess characterize this period. Because you are not feeling very obliging or
compromising, this is not a good time to try to come to an agreement with another. However, you need
to get your grievances out in the open; otherwise the tension builds up to an unmanageable level.
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21 Mar 2022     (20 Mar 2022 to 22 Mar 2022) Ven Conj Ven

Your desire for love, companionship, and affection predominates at this time. A new friendship or
romance could begin, or an established relationship can be revitalized and enhanced.  If there is
someone you have wanted to reach out to, doing so now is likely to create warm feelings between you,
and may be the start of something beautiful. You also need to be surrounded by beauty and harmony
and your artistic inclinations are stimulated now.

22 Mar 2022     (22 Mar 2022 to 23 Mar 2022) Merc Oppos Plu

This can be a time for exposing and talking about hidden, intensely private, secret, or taboo subjects.
Your mind is very probing and your conversations and interactions with others are intense. Pat answers
and superficialities don't suffice now. You can be too intrusive or overbearing when stating your point
of view.

23 Mar 2022     (26 Feb 2022 to 11 Apr 2022) Ura Sxtil Sun

Your daily life takes on a more lively, enthusiastic, spirited quality during this time period. The
effects are not dramatic and unusual, but there definitely is a quickened pace at this time. Fortunately,
the mood is lively but not hectic. In fact, this is an enjoyable time when you meet interesting and
entertaining people, and you share enthusiastic and lively ideas and interests with others.

24 Mar 2022     (24 Mar 2022 to 25 Mar 2022) Ven Conj Merc

You use charm, humor, and a light touch to get your point across now, and your friendly attitude
makes a favorable impression on others. Your artistic and aesthetic sense is heightened now also, and
interest in literature, poetry, and culture is strong. Serious and demanding mental work should
probably be put off for another time, as either your mind is more on matters of the heart or you simply
want to relax and think of lighter topics.

25 Mar 2022     (24 Mar 2022 to 26 Mar 2022) Merc Trine Nep

You are inspired creatively, artistically, or spiritually at this time. Your imagination, intuition, and
psychic sensitivity are high now, and you find yourself wanting to paint or listen to music, daydream, or
fantasize rather than concentrate on practical matters.

25 Mar 2022     (24 Mar 2022 to 26 Mar 2022) Mars Conj Ven

Strong sexual feelings and romantic passions are stimulated now, and the urge to be with your love
partner is compelling. If you are not currently in a relationship, you are likely to be bold and to make
the first move toward someone you are attracted to. Artistic and creative expression is also favored
now.
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26 Mar 2022     (26 Mar 2022 to 27 Mar 2022) Merc Oppos Ura

This time is filled with stimulating discussions about controversial topics, unusual or offbeat ideas, or
"crazy" schemes. The tempo of your life increases and may leave you feeling frazzled. Because you are
quite restless, you may do or say things in haste that you will regret later.

29 Mar 2022     (28 Mar 2022 to 31 Mar 2022) Mars Conj Merc

This is not the best time to schedule any activity that calls for tact, diplomacy, or caution, as you are
inclined to be extremely straightforward, direct, and to the point in all of your interactions. You say
exactly what you think, and in fact are inclined to be verbally aggressive, pushy, or perhaps sarcastic.
Your mind is very sharp now, so this is a good time to "attack" intellectual or mental work.

31 Mar 2022     (30 Mar 2022 to 1 Apr 2022) Ven Sxtil Moon

This is an excellent time to have company or to give a party at your home. You are feeling hospitable,
loving, and need to share comfort and affection with close friends and family. Home improvements or
beautifying your surroundings in some way is also favored now.

1 Apr 2022      (1 Apr 2022 to 2 Apr 2022) Sun Conj Mars

You feel energetic, confident, and assertive now, and are less inclined to be patient with others' needs
and demands. You may become angry if your will is blocked or if you have to adjust your vigorous pace
to others' slower tempo.

This is an excellent time to take the initiative or to begin a project that you have been considering.
ACTION is the theme for today. If you tend to be hot-tempered, this is aggravated now, and you can be
quite pugnacious. If you are a more relaxed, easy-going person, you will simply feel more energy and
drive than usual.

1 Apr 2022      (1 Apr 2022 to 2 Apr 2022) Sun Conj Sat

You are serious and disinclined to frivolous or inconsequential activity. It's a time best spent working
alone, structuring and organizing your life in some way, and focusing on whatever tasks (however
distasteful or tedious) that you really need to do. You feel like withdrawing from people and find social
situations unfulfilling or wasteful. Your vitality and your spirits are somewhat dampened.
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2 Apr 2022      (1 Apr 2022 to 3 Apr 2022) Merc Conj Mars

You are likely to come to a very clear, definite decision at this time, and to let others know exactly
what you want. You are not in a very conciliatory mood and are not averse to stirring up unpleasant
controversy in defense of your plan, idea, or desire. You may speak or act in haste now which can be a
cause of regret later on.

2 Apr 2022      (1 Apr 2022 to 3 Apr 2022) Merc Conj Sat

You have a very realistic and no-nonsense attitude at this time, and are rather critical, skeptical, or at
the very least, cautious about new ideas. Deep, quite study and solitary reflection is favored. You are
more taciturn and uncommunicative than usual and don't feel very social. If you are with others, you
are likely to turn the discussions into something heavy and serious. Frivolity holds no appeal for you
now.

2 Apr 2022      (1 Apr 2022 to 3 Apr 2022) Ven Sqr Nep

Dreams, wishes, and fantasies about love are strong now, and you may be infatuated with someone
you meet at this time, only to be disappointed later when you discover this person does not fulfill all of
your expectations. You are simply not seeing people objectively now. Your imagination is very active
and creative however and so is your yearning for something beautiful. The artist in you emerges, and
your creations please and inspire you.

3 Apr 2022      (29 Mar 2022 to 7 Apr 2022) Jup Oppos Plu

Power and social influence are the key issues for this time period. Projects and goals that you have
been working on come to fruition at this time, and there are opportunities for you to move into a
position of greater social influence and prestige. Unfortunately, power conflicts with others are also
likely, and success is not guaranteed.

3 Apr 2022      (3 Apr 2022 to 4 Apr 2022) Merc Sxtil Ven

There is a friendly, cooperative, harmonious tone to the interactions you have now. It is a good time
for social activities and for getting in touch with friends. You avoid heavy discussions and do not want
to focus on dry, practical matters. Reading light fiction, going out to see a romantic comedy, or simply
sharing a pleasant time with someone you like is more in tune with your feelings now.

4 Apr 2022      (3 Apr 2022 to 4 Apr 2022) Ven Oppos MC

This is an excellent time for home improvements, particularly those which enhance the appearance
and beauty of your living space. Decorating or rearranging furniture in order to create a more
harmonious and pleasing arrangement is favored. Relationships with your family are very satisfying
and loving, and you may also wish to invite company into your home. The role of gracious host or
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hostess suits you very well right now.

4 Apr 2022      (3 Apr 2022 to 5 Apr 2022) Sun Sxtil Ven

Your relationships are especially affectionate and friendly at this time, and you may benefit socially
or materially through an opportunity offered to you by a friend. This is a good time for parties, social
gatherings, and other pleasurable activities.

5 Apr 2022      (5 Apr 2022 to 6 Apr 2022) Ven Oppos Jup

You are in a festive, partying mood and just want to play and share a good time with your friends.
Community social events and fellowship are very rewarding now. Also, at this time it is hard for you to
say no to food, drink or extravagances in any form. You are also very generous and tolerant toward
others. Though you feel wonderful now, you're likely to regret your actions later if you don't curtail your
impulses to overindulge, overspend, and enjoy too much of a good thing.

5 Apr 2022      (5 Apr 2022 to 6 Apr 2022) Merc Sxtil Merc

A non-stop flow of communication between yourself and the people in your immediate environment
is likely today. You may engage in interesting and informative discussions or fritter your time away in
inconsequential chatter and gossip. Mental curiosity or restlessness may also impel you to take a short
trip or visit.

7 Apr 2022      (7 Apr 2022 to 8 Apr 2022) Sun Sxtil Merc

This is a time when you express yourself very clearly, and conversations, negotiations, and
communications of all kinds are cordial and successful. Expect a rapid pace with numerous
transactions, letters, phone calls, or errands requiring mental clarity.

7 Apr 2022      (6 Apr 2022 to 9 Apr 2022) Mars Sxtil Moon

You easily become fired up emotionally at this time, especially about people, places, or causes you
have a strong attachment to from the past (such as your alma mater, your home town, etc.). You care
more passionately and respond instinctively and emotionally to whatever happens to you at this time.
Also, you are energized and invigorated now and eager to be involved in projects that benefit your
children, family, or home.
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8 Apr 2022      (7 Apr 2022 to 9 Apr 2022) Merc Conj Moon

Conversations have a particularly emotional, intimate, or nostalgic tone. Sharing memories and
reminiscences, or discussing a very personal topic with someone you feel you can trust is likely now.
You may have a significant communication (letter, phone call, or personal discussion) with someone
who was once very important to you or with whom you have a long history. This is a good time to
reflect, review, and get a perspective on emotional matters or things of the past.

10 Apr 2022     (9 Apr 2022 to 11 Apr 2022) Merc Trine MC

At this time you put extra energy into thinking about and organizing your work and professional life.
Decisions you make at this time are likely to work out well, as you are clear and objective. Gathering
information regarding your career or long-range goals is also favored.

10 Apr 2022     (9 Apr 2022 to 11 Apr 2022) Mars Sqr Nep

This can be a very depleting and confusing time, when you do not know exactly what you want or you
do not feel strong, capable, or effective. Physically, you need to be gentle with yourself and take care not
to dissipate your energy reserves. Your imagination can run wild now, and you want to act out a fantasy
or strange desire - something you normally would have the good sense not to attempt. However, if you
are an artist, this is a very inspired, fertile time for you.

10 Apr 2022     (10 Apr 2022 to 11 Apr 2022) Merc Trine Jup

This is a good time to travel, especially to places you've never experienced before, where you will be
exposed to new ideas and different ways of looking at the world. Studying new concepts is also favored;
your ability to understand and abstract ideas and your desire to grow intellectually is strong now.
Anything than broadens your world appeals to you at this time. You are interested in the big picture
and have less attention and interest in details.

12 Apr 2022     (11 Apr 2022 to 14 Apr 2022) Mars Oppos MC

This is a low point, as far as getting ahead or achieving anything in the world is concerned. For now,
your energy needs to go into your personal life, home, and family matters. Stress which has been
building up both at work and in your family relationships needs to be released now. Try to work out or
find ways to express yourself physically, like working in the yard or playing sports; otherwise you are
prone to become pugnacious with the people you are closest to.
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14 Apr 2022     (12 Apr 2022 to 15 Apr 2022) Mars Oppos Jup

Your energy level and your self-confidence are high now. You are full of enterprise and may chaff at
the bit if you can not do enough, if your present position doesn't give you enough scope, or if your
superiors do not allow you to take initiative and advance as you want to. Also, at this time you tend to
overextend yourself or to believe you can do more than you actually can.

14 Apr 2022     (13 Apr 2022 to 15 Apr 2022) Sun Conj Moon

Key issues now are your home, personal life, and closest emotional relationships. You feel more quiet
and reflective, and you feel a need to be closer to home and to loved ones. You can draw a lot of strength
and satisfaction from your family and roots now, but if all is not well in this area, you will clearly see
any difficulties or inadequacies at this time. You are more emotional and subjective than usual.

16 Apr 2022     (15 Apr 2022 to 17 Apr 2022) Ven Trine Asc

At this time you are inclined to invest your time and money into making your environment more
beautiful and comfortable. You may also wish to enhance your personal appearance in some way, such
as getting a new hair style or purchasing clothing, cosmetics and the like. Social gatherings are also very
positive for you now.

16 Apr 2022     (16 Apr 2022 to 17 Apr 2022) Merc Oppos Asc

Conversations with your partners and friends are critical now. This is a time for you to really listen
and learn from others. If there is some matter you are concerned with, now is an excellent time to
consult a professional or even a good friend that can give helpful feedback. You need other peoples'
ideas and opinions now.

17 Apr 2022     (17 Apr 2022 to 18 Apr 2022) Ven Conj Sun

Your personal magnetism is strong and you attract appreciation, affection and attention at this time.
Feelings of love, a desire for beauty, and the urge to be creative are strong. You beautify your
surroundings, and pay particular attention to your appearance. This is a good time to treat yourself or
do something fun just for you.

17 Apr 2022     (17 Apr 2022 to 18 Apr 2022) Merc Sxtil Sun

This is a busy time; communicating and getting in touch with others is very likely. Numerous phone
calls, letters, meetings, errands, or discussions bring you into contact with others. This is a good time to
brainstorm with others, share ideas, and come to a group consensus.
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18 Apr 2022     (17 Apr 2022 to 19 Apr 2022) Sun Trine MC

Your career, reputation, public standing, or important personal goals gain momentum now. Your
superiors or those in a position to support or further your aims are positively disposed toward you at
this time. An important victory or success can be achieved.

18 Apr 2022     (18 Apr 2022 to 19 Apr 2022) Merc Sqr Ven

You are more distressed than usual over any dissonance in your environment or personal
relationships, and you are inclined to avoid serious discussions or real disagreements with others. Also,
challenging mental work and concentration is difficult for you now.

19 Apr 2022     (19 Apr 2022 to 20 Apr 2022) Sun Trine Jup

This is a good time for relaxing recreation, a time to refresh and rejuvenate yourself and do the things
you most enjoy doing. Good humor and optimism prevail now, and you are able to get a larger
perspective on your life. This is also a good time to approach someone who is in a position to benefit
you spiritually, intellectually, or materially.

20 Apr 2022     (19 Apr 2022 to 21 Apr 2022) Merc Sqr Merc

Intellectual disagreements or differences of opinion and viewpoints arise now. You may have to
speak your mind in a way that challenges or unnerves someone else. However, your mind is very active
and sharp, and your reasoning power is good, so this is a good time to do mental work.

23 Apr 2022     (23 Apr 2022 to 24 Apr 2022) Merc Trine Plu

There is great depth to your conversations. You find yourself revealing secrets or very private
matters, and also asking very penetrating questions of others. Superficial answers don't satisfy you
now. This is an excellent time to investigate a complex problem or mystery, look for something that has
been lost or hidden, and also to learn more about your own inner depths.

24 Apr 2022     (19 Apr 2022 to 28 Apr 2022) Jup Trine Nep

You feel a little less ambitious and aggressive than usual, and your attention focuses more on global
issues and philosophical topics. The little details of your life seem less important than the overall
purpose of life and the ideals by which you live.
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25 Apr 2022     (25 Apr 2022 to 26 Apr 2022) Ven Oppos Plu

An intense emotional or sexual attraction, a very revealing, intimate encounter, or a powerful desire
to be close to, and share your deepest feelings with, someone is very likely now. Emotions and issues in
a close relationship that have been brewing beneath the surface for quite awhile come to the surface at
this time, possibly in a very disruptive way. All of your relationships intensify and you need to be aware
of your tendency to act in a rather compulsive, demanding way towards others.

26 Apr 2022     (25 Apr 2022 to 27 Apr 2022) Merc Oppos Nep

This is one of the least favorable times to make a decision or sign a contract, as your communication
with others is likely to be fraught with misunderstanding or even outright deception. Your thinking is
rather fuzzy now and you are more gullible or swayed by feelings, images, and ideals rather than seeing
situations and people as they are. Your imagination is very active at this time.

27 Apr 2022     (27 Apr 2022 to 28 Apr 2022) Merc Trine Ura

You experience sudden insights, make discoveries, come up with fresh solutions to old problems, and
seek alternatives to the usual routine way of doing things. Your mental processes are speeded up and
you move more quickly now. Try to make room for a lot of spontaneity and flexibility in your schedule
at this time.

28 Apr 2022     (27 Apr 2022 to 29 Apr 2022) Merc Sqr MC

This is a time for you to speak out about your thoughts or concerns regarding your work or
professional matters. Communication with your superiors or with people in authority who are in a
position to consider and act on your ideas comes to the fore now.

29 Apr 2022     (29 Apr 2022 to 30 Apr 2022) Merc Sqr Jup

Your mind is on bigger issues and long-range plans. You are optimistic and enthusiastic about your
ideas, but disinclined to read the fine print or study all the facts, which can result in an error in
judgement. Try not to be lax about important details.

29 Apr 2022     (29 Apr 2022 to 30 Apr 2022) Ven Trine Nep

At this time you are more sensitive to beauty and also the feelings and needs of others. It is easy for
you to give generously of yourself, for you sympathize strongly with other people and spiritual values
are more important than material ones at this time.
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30 Apr 2022     (12 Apr 2022 to 17 May 2022) Ura Sqr Ven

Upsets and change in your love relationships is the key issue now. A shift in your romantic and sexual
energies at this time causes changes in love relationships.

30 Apr 2022     (25 Apr 2022 to 5 May 2022) Jup Oppos Ura

Spontaneity and freedom are the key issues during this time period. Your mood is very upbeat. You
are funny, somewhat eccentric, and you will sometimes act out of character. All of this is simply
because you are less inhibited and cautious than usual, and you feel good.

30 Apr 2022     (28 Apr 2022 to 1 May 2022) Mars Trine Asc

At this time it easy for you to express yourself boldly and confidently. You seem to care less about
outside approval and this frees you to act on your own behalf or to do something you have not had the
courage to attempt before. Your health and vitality are quite good, and you need physical outlets for
your energies now.

30 Apr 2022     (29 Apr 2022 to 1 May 2022) Ven Oppos Ura

You are prone to act erratically in your relationships. A sudden infatuation, or an impulse to break
free or make radical changes in a current relationship, is likely. Also, a taste for the unusual and
unconventional emerges. You may find yourself enjoying things you never thought you would like.

1 May 2022      (1 May 2022 to 2 May 2022) Mars Conj Sun

You experience a burst of energy and are more vigorous, bold, assertive, and impatient at this time.
You feel ambitious and capable of doing a lot and meeting challenges successfully. However, if your will
is blocked, you become quite angry now. You are less willing to accommodate others and meet people
half way. Your ego-drive and competitiveness are very strong.

1 May 2022      (1 May 2022 to 2 May 2022) Sun Oppos Asc

A significant personal encounter or confrontation occurs today. You cannot, and probably will not
want to, be alone now. This is a time to reach out to people and to get others' input or counsel. Listen to
your mate or a friend who can enlighten you at this time. Also, consulting a professional for health,
business, or personal reasons will be very constructive and fruitful now.
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2 May 2022      (1 May 2022 to 3 May 2022) Sun Sxtil Sun

Friendship and cooperative endeavors flourish now. You achieve a harmonious balance of giving and
receiving, of talking and listening, and any social or joint activity will benefit.

5 May 2022      (3 May 2022 to 6 May 2022) Sun Sqr Ven

Your desire for love and affection, as well as beauty and pleasure, is strong now and you act on
feelings and creative impulses more readily than usual. If you are not happy with some aspect of your
personal life, these issues arise at this time and there may be disagreements or tension in a close
relationship.

6 May 2022      (19 Apr 2022 to 22 July 2022) Sat Sxtil Moon

You are feeling at peace and very good about yourself now. Others express appreciation for the help
and support you have given them, which makes you feel that your efforts have been worthwhile. Your
daily life and activities run smoothly and everything is in good working order. You are particularly
well-organized now and your domestic life is harmonious.

8 May 2022      (7 May 2022 to 9 May 2022) Sun Sqr Merc

A fast pace, with many letters, phone calls, errands, meetings, or discussions, is on the agenda. You
may feel mentally restless, impatient, and overly eager to get your own ideas across. Also, a situation
may arise which requires you to say what is on your mind, to make a decision, or to clearly voice your
personal opinion on some issue.

12 May 2022     (11 May 2022 to 13 May 2022) Ven Conj Mars

Your amorous desires and romantic urges are very strong now. In all of your relationships, whether
romantic or not, you feel quite warm and affectionate. You are less competitive, more interested in
pleasing others, and creating harmony. You may also feel compelled to do something creative or
artistic, something to express your craving for beauty.

12 May 2022     (11 May 2022 to 13 May 2022) Ven Conj Sat

Emotional self-control and feelings of distance and aloneness characterize this time. You are coolly
objective about your friends and loved ones, and their shortcomings as friends or lovers. You are
probably being a bit too critical and hard on them right now. This is also a time for belt-tightening and
being very cautious about investments and expenditures. Going on a diet is favored now.
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12 May 2022     (11 May 2022 to 13 May 2022) Sun Trine Plu

This is an excellent time to eliminate whatever is unnecessary and outworn in your life, from clutter
and disorder in your environment, to an unhealthy relationship or even a long-held attitude or belief
which keeps you from going after what you really want in life.

You are also more perceptive than usual. You see other people's true colors more clearly and you may
discover a secret or the hidden aspect of some situation.

Something lost, hidden, or forgotten may come to light.

14 May 2022     (12 May 2022 to 15 May 2022) Mars Oppos Plu

Your personal ambitions and drive to assert yourself and make an impact on the world, meet with
considerable opposition now. Other people or external forces over which you have no control seem to
subtly undermine your efforts - or try to overpower you altogether. You need to stand up for yourself,
perhaps in a David-and-Goliath type of situation. If you have been unscrupulous or overly egotistical
and selfish in your pursuits, you are likely to get your comeuppance now.

15 May 2022     (15 May 2022 to 16 May 2022) Ven Sxtil Ven

Opportunities for friendship, pleasant associations and enjoyable social interactions occur now.
Personal relationships are harmonious and rewarding. Also, financial transactions go smoothly for you
and material benefits are possible at this time.

17 May 2022     (17 May 2022 to 18 May 2022) Sun Oppos Nep

Your defenses are weaker than usual now and you are inclined to passively withdraw or give in to
other people rather than act decisively and strongly in your own behalf. Confusion, vagueness, or
misrepresentation can occur in your relationships, so beware of making commitments at this time;
you're likely to see things much more clearly and realistically later on.

18 May 2022     (17 May 2022 to 19 May 2022) Ven Sxtil Merc

This is a very good time to go to the theatre, an art exhibit, or social gathering. You want to see
beautiful things and exchange pleasantries with others. In fact, matters of the heart are on your mind
and you may want to play match-maker now.
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18 May 2022     (17 May 2022 to 19 May 2022) Sun Trine Ura

You have a low tolerance for boredom and following rules today and you make some creative changes
and discoveries, experiment with new possibilities, or invent a new way of doing things.

You don't want to follow anybody else's lead at this time, but fortunately you are able find ways to be
yourself and even be a little "crazy" without offending or upsetting others. This is a dynamic and
exciting period. Take advantage of any unusual offers or opportunities.

19 May 2022     (19 May 2022 to 20 May 2022) Sun Sqr MC

You are at cross purposes with the people in your environment who are most able to benefit you. You
tend to come on too strong, to be oblivious to others' needs and intentions, or to act inappropriately
now. You feel an urgency to take positive steps to achieve your goals, but be certain that you are not
overstepping yourself, as this can cause considerable enmity at this time.

20 May 2022     (18 May 2022 to 21 May 2022) Mars Trine Nep

You do not feel very sharp, competitive, or aggressive at this time. Feelings of relaxation, receptivity,
passivity, or aimlessness are likely and you tend to avoid stressful confrontations or situations that
demand too much of you. Goals and desires that normally seem so important - especially ones in which
you are pushing your own interests - do not matter quite as much now. Your imagination is stimulated,
and you need activities and entertainments that are colorful, out the ordinary, and definitely not
mundane.

20 May 2022     (19 May 2022 to 21 May 2022) Sun Sqr Jup

You are optimistic and possibly extravagant now. You are less cautious than usual, feeling that
nothing can possibly go wrong. If you are inclined to overindulge, overspend, or go to excesses in any
manner, this tendency is exaggerated at this time.

However, you also aim higher than usual and a very promising opportunity or contact can also
occur.

22 May 2022     (20 May 2022 to 23 May 2022) Mars Oppos Ura

You are very bold and adventurous right now and you cannot tolerate delays, restrictions, or any
form of authority that prevents you from behaving exactly as you please. Your drive for personal
freedom and insistence on your rights is pressing, and a confrontation in which you have to stand up
for yourself is likely. Rashness, sudden acts of anger or violence, and a tendency to try to do too much
too fast are tendencies you need to carefully monitor at this time.
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23 May 2022     (23 May 2022 to 24 May 2022) Ven Conj Moon

Feelings of tenderness and love, especially for family or children, are very strong at this time. You
want to shower loved ones with affection, to invite friends into your home, and to be pampered and
cared for. Your relationships with women are very harmonious and positive now.

24 May 2022     (22 May 2022 to 26 May 2022) Merc Sqr Jup

This astrological influence (Merc Sqr Jup) also occurred on 29 Apr 2022 (peak date). Please refer to
this date.

26 May 2022     (24 May 2022 to 28 May 2022) Merc Sqr MC

This is a time for you to speak out about your thoughts or concerns regarding your work or
professional matters. Communication with your superiors or with people in authority who are in a
position to consider and act on your ideas comes to the fore now.

27 May 2022     (27 May 2022 to 28 May 2022) Ven Trine MC

Your friendly concern for others and your willingness to meet people half way benefits your career,
reputation, or public image at this time. This is a favorable time to socialize with people you have
professional ties with, as the positive feelings you generate now are likely to be an aid to you in the
future. Beautifying the place where you interface with the public and an increased concern about your
own physical appearance are also brought out now.

27 May 2022     (25 May 2022 to 29 May 2022) Merc Trine Ura

You experience sudden insights, make discoveries, come up with fresh solutions to old problems, and
seek alternatives to the usual routine way of doing things. Your mental processes are speeded up and
you move more quickly now. Try to make room for a lot of spontaneity and flexibility in your schedule
at this time.

28 May 2022     (27 May 2022 to 29 May 2022) Ven Trine Jup

Emotional well-being and contentment characterize this time period. You feel quite relaxed and
carefree, and this would be a splendid time for a vacation. Laziness, self-indulgence, and expecting
everything to work out well with no effort on your part are negative possibilities now. You feel very
lucky and you are likely to be lax or extravagant with your money. Material benefits are, indeed, likely
at this time, but beware of being overly generous or depending too much on Lady Luck.
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30 May 2022     (27 May 2022 to 9 June 2022) Merc Oppos Nep

This is one of the least favorable times to make a decision or sign a contract, as your communication
with others is likely to be fraught with misunderstanding or even outright deception. Your thinking is
rather fuzzy now and you are more gullible or swayed by feelings, images, and ideals rather than seeing
situations and people as they are. Your imagination is very active at this time.

1 June 2022     (31 May 2022 to 2 June 2022) Sun Sxtil Mars

Your vitality and courage are strong now and you are eager to meet challenges. You can accomplish a
great deal of work, especially if it involves physical effort. If you are active in sports, you will be
especially competitive and vigorous now. Self-confidence is high.

1 June 2022     (31 May 2022 to 2 June 2022) Sun Sxtil Sat

Your ability to concentrate and focus on your work is very good now. This is a time to attend to
details, take care of practical business, and to make your life more stable and secure. It would be
beneficial to consult advisors on investments and long-range plans, and to put your affairs in order.
Eliminating waste and inefficiency is important to you now.

3 June 2022     (1 June 2022 to 4 June 2022) Sun Sqr Sun

You feel temporarily blocked now. Resistance and challenges from others or from outside situations
suggest this is not a good time to try to force your will and desires onto the world, as friction is the only
likely result. Relations with men can be especially tense.

5 June 2022     (4 June 2022 to 6 June 2022) Sun Trine Ven

Giving and receiving appreciation, love, and happiness come into your life now. You are moved to
express your affections more openly than usual. You also want to be surrounded with beauty and
harmonious people, and your artistic efforts flourish.

6 June 2022     (27 May 2022 to 9 June 2022) Merc Oppos Nep

This astrological influence (Merc Oppos Nep) also occurred on 30 May 2022 (peak date). Please refer to
this date.
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7 June 2022     (6 June 2022 to 8 June 2022) Ven Oppos Asc

This is a very positive time in your marriage or closest one-to-one relationships. Your need to be
together and to share loving feelings is very strong. You want to give to your friends and loved ones,
and may spend generously in order to make them happy. You may also meet someone now that is very
good for you.

8 June 2022     (8 June 2022 to 9 June 2022) Ven Sxtil Sun

Opportunities for friendship, cooperation, love, and shared happiness arise. The warmth and good
will you generate now is likely to be a benefit to you both now and later on. You feel especially friendly
and sociable.

8 June 2022     (8 June 2022 to 9 June 2022) Sun Trine Merc

If you are a writer, teacher, student, or involved in any intellectual work, this is a positive time for
you: ideas flow and it is easier than usual to express your thoughts. Also, this is a good time for buying,
selling, negotiating, and communications of all kinds.

9 June 2022     (7 June 2022 to 10 June 2022) Mars Conj Mars

Your desire to make a fresh start, to take the initiative and strike out on your own, is a powerful drive
right now. Your physical energy, will, and courage are intensified. Unless you channel your abundant
energy into decisive action or vigorous work, accidents, anger, and irritability are likely at this time.

9 June 2022     (7 June 2022 to 10 June 2022) Mars Conj Sat

This is a time to rely only on yourself and your own resources, gather in your scattered forces, and
concentrate on your own work. You may meet numerous obstructions and delays so that you don't
accomplish as much or work as quickly as you would like. You can, however, do a very thorough job,
and also tackle the kind of difficult or disagreeable tasks you usually avoid. You are prone to feel
frustrated and to resent the limitations or drudgery of this time period. Perseverance and patient effort
are required of you now. Try to avoid becoming discouraged or lashing out at the ones you are
responsible for.

9 June 2022     (9 June 2022 to 10 June 2022) Ven Sqr Ven

What occurs now makes you more aware of what you need, feel and want in your relationships. If you
are unhappy in your personal life, this is brought out now, and you'll need to face what is causing your
dissatisfaction. Differences in personal style, tastes, and ways of expressing affection may emerge. You
also feel amorous and loving, and if your personal life is going well, this is a time to really enjoy and
appreciate it.
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10 June 2022    (10 June 2022 to 11 June 2022) Merc Trine Ura

This astrological influence (Merc Trine Ura) also occurred on 27 May 2022 (peak date). Please refer to
this date.

10 June 2022    (8 June 2022 to 12 June 2022) Merc Sqr MC

This astrological influence (Merc Sqr MC) also occurred on 26 May 2022 (peak date). Please refer to
this date.

12 June 2022    (12 June 2022 to 13 June 2022) Ven Sqr Merc

Your thoughts turn to love and this is a favorable time to bring out any concerns you have in your
personal relationships. Agreements and cooperation can be achieved easily now. You readily discuss
your personal needs and desires. Also, you are more aware of beauty and may want to rearrange your
decor or buy something to beautify your surroundings.

12 June 2022    (11 June 2022 to 14 June 2022) Merc Sqr Jup

This astrological influence (Merc Sqr Jup) also occurred on 24 May 2022 (peak date). Please refer to
this date.

12 June 2022    (12 June 2022 to 13 June 2022) Sun Sqr Plu

Underlying or previously hidden aspects of a situation come to light now.

The misuse of personal power, dominating or manipulating others, and the subtle ways you try to
control situations or other people are issues. The tyrant in you comes out, or you find yourself dealing
with the more difficult, dark, tyrannical side in other people.

Also, this can be a time when you are forced to confront and deal with something which is no longer
working - from old, outworn possessions to an unhealthy relationship or a deeply ingrained,
self-defeating attitude.

13 June 2022    (12 June 2022 to 14 June 2022) Mars Sxtil Ven

Friendships and love relationships are favored as you are openly affectionate, warm, and also quite
responsive to loving gestures from others. It's not enough for you to simply feel loving toward another -
at this time you really want to express it and show it physically. An opportunity for a new romance or
friendship is likely to surface now and work out quite nicely for you.
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15 June 2022    (14 June 2022 to 16 June 2022) Sun Sxtil Moon

Support from close friends, family, and the women in your life gives you confidence now. This is a
good time to mend fences and ameliorate problems in your home life.

16 June 2022    (16 June 2022 to 17 June 2022) Ven Trine Plu

You have a special magnetism and attractive power now, and you are feeling intensely loving also.
Your relationships, particularly sexual or romantic ones, intensify and have a deep, compelling, urgent
quality. Your inner feelings and needs for love and closeness emerge very strongly. You may also
channel some of these feelings into creative or artistic, work, something that evokes and expresses your
deepest self.

18 June 2022    (18 June 2022 to 19 June 2022) Mars Sxtil Merc

You have a lot of mental energy and are eager to "attack" intellectual or conceptual problems. You are
likely to come up with a clever solution or a very workable plan, especially if you brainstorm with
others. You also tend to make up your mind very quickly and decisively now, and to translate your ideas
into action.

19 June 2022    (18 June 2022 to 20 June 2022) Sun Sqr Ura

Your usual routine is likely to be disrupted now, either by "freak" accidents beyond your control or by
your own impatience with the status quo. Sudden unexpected events, and breaking free of confining
situations and relationships are very likely.

19 June 2022    (18 June 2022 to 20 June 2022) Sun Sxtil MC

Your long-range goals, life direction, or career aims come into focus now. You gain clarity or a
stronger sense of purpose, which energizes your efforts to get ahead or move toward what you really
want.

Recognition or support from your superiors or others who are in a position to assist you is likely now,
especially if you take some initiative.

20 June 2022    (20 June 2022 to 21 June 2022) Ven Oppos Nep

You are in a dreamy, romantic mood and yearnings for love, feelings of compassion or even religious
devotion accompany this time period. You are definitely more idealistic, tolerant, and selfless in your
relationships, which may cause you to act against your own interests. Decisions involving money or
important commitments to others, therefore, should probably be made some other time. A desire for
loveliness and beauty in your surroundings is also strong.
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20 June 2022    (20 June 2022 to 21 June 2022) Sun Sxtil Jup

Agreements, contracts, and joining your efforts with others will work out very much to your
advantage now. A friend or person in authority may offer help or present an opportunity which will
benefit you now or in the future. Also, you will reap rewards later for the generosity and aid you extend
to others at this time.

21 June 2022    (20 June 2022 to 22 June 2022) Ven Trine Ura

Unexpected pleasures, new friends, or a more playful, adventurous attitude in your relationships
make this time period stimulating and delightful. You want a break from your usual routine, and
because you are willing to experiment and to be spontaneous, you are likely to experience a refreshing
change of pace. A new romance or a revitalization of a current one is very likely.

21 June 2022    (20 June 2022 to 22 June 2022) Ven Sqr MC

The desire to socialize, to be friendly, or loved may interfere with getting work done or acting in a
professional manner. Scheduling time for recreation or to attend to a relationship is a good idea now.

22 June 2022    (22 June 2022 to 23 June 2022) Ven Sqr Jup

This is a time when it is difficult to stay within a budget or on a diet, as your tendency is to splurge on
beautiful things and to enjoy yourself as much as possible. You want comfort and ease, and have
luxurious tastes. Quality is especially important to you right now. Also, you want to share whatever
good fortune you have. You need company and happy fellowship. It's a good time for a party, as long as
you don't overdo it.

24 June 2022    (24 June 2022 to 25 June 2022) Merc Sxtil Mars

You are eager to discuss your thoughts and plans with others at this time and you may have a very
fruitful brainstorming session, a spirited debate, or a very active meeting with others in which things
really get accomplished. You are verbally assertive and can present your own plan or idea quite
convincingly.

24 June 2022    (24 June 2022 to 25 June 2022) Merc Sxtil Sat

Your mind is serious and you are able to concentrate on work that requires patience, attention to
detail, and precision. Practical concerns dominate. It is a good time to learn practical skills, do your
taxes, organize your files, and take care of business. You'll want to avoid light social conversation or
trivialities that distract you from your work.
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24 June 2022    (24 June 2022 to 25 June 2022) Merc Sqr Sun

There is much activity; you move rapidly from one thing to another and a hectic, somewhat stressful
pace is likely. Many errands, phone calls, letters which require a response, and other "busywork" is on
the agenda. A minor but rather tense confrontation is likely.

26 June 2022    (26 June 2022 to 27 June 2022) Merc Trine Ven

You are very congenial and cooperative now and more interested in the similarities than in the
differences between yourself and others. This is a very good time to let people know you care about
them: send a card, write a note of appreciation or even a love letter! You may also want to buy
something beautiful, pleasing, and frivolous which simply makes you feel good.

27 June 2022    (26 June 2022 to 28 June 2022) Mars Conj Moon

At this time you are more temperamental, impassioned and inclined to act on the dictates of emotion
and desire rather than reason. Minor annoyances and others' idiosyncrasies aggravate you more than
usual. You are in a fighting mood. Your relationships with your family and the women you are closest
to, are likely to be stormy.

28 June 2022    (28 June 2022 to 29 June 2022) Merc Trine Merc

Conversations and sharing plans and ideas with others are very fruitful now. You understand what
others are telling you, and you make yourself clearly understood also. This is a favorable time for
getting your message across to others via writing, speaking, or advertising.

30 June 2022    (27 Jan 2022 to 12 Aug 2022) Plu Trine Ura

Creative abilities that have been dormant are now awakened. This is a period when you can tap into
new creative talents, and become more spontaneous and inventive. The ability to improvise and
respond to situations spontaneously, rather than needing a great deal of preparation, is heightened.

30 June 2022    (30 June 2022 to 1 July 2022) Merc Sqr Plu

It is impossible for you to be content with superficial answers now, and you are impatient with people
who avoid looking candidly and honestly at root causes and hidden reasons for any problem or
situation. You tend to force your views on other people now. Also, you can become obsessed with an
idea or problem until you have figured it out.
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1 July 2022     (9 June 2022 to 5 Aug 2022) Ura Sqr Merc

Fresh, exciting ideas appeal to you now and you find it extremely difficult to keep your attention on
subject matter or work that you have already mastered. You want to try something new.

2 July 2022     (2 July 2022 to 3 July 2022) Merc Sxtil Moon

You feel inclined to speak to others about your innermost feelings, your past, and other personal
subjects, which builds closeness and trust in your relationships, especially with women. You are also a
sympathetic listener, drawing out others' feelings and personal experiences.

You may hear from someone from the past or reach out to someone you have a long history with or
who was once very important in your life.

2 July 2022     (2 July 2022 to 3 July 2022) Ven Sxtil Sat

You are feeling sober and realistic about love at this time, and are interested in being with people you
respect and can depend upon - your oldest, true-blue friends. Also, reaching out to an older relative or
another mature, experienced person can mean a lot to you and be mutually beneficial now.

2 July 2022     (2 July 2022 to 3 July 2022) Ven Sxtil Mars

Romance and flirtations are likely now. You are feeling warm, expressive, and lively. Loving feelings
flow between you and the people you meet, especially those of the opposite sex. Friendships are also
strengthened at this time. Also, your creativity and desire to make something beautiful is stimulated
now.

2 July 2022     (1 July 2022 to 4 July 2022) Mars Trine MC

You can make your influence felt at this time and any efforts you make to advance your career or
other important long-range goals will be very effective. Independent action, self-reliance, or taking on
more of a leadership position are favored now. You have the green light!

3 July 2022     (2 July 2022 to 4 July 2022) Sun Sqr Mars

You know just what you want right now and woe to anyone or anything that gets in your way! You are
much more likely to become domineering, pushy, or inconsiderate of others now, so it is a good time
for you to do what you need to do by yourself rather than with others. Accidents, mistakes made in
haste, or ego conflicts may occur due to your impatience and willfulness. Positively, physical energy is
high and you could accomplish a great deal.
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3 July 2022     (2 July 2022 to 4 July 2022) Sun Sqr Sat

This is a time of considerable frustration and your desires or efforts appear to be thwarted or at least
delayed. Relationships with men and people in authority may be particularly uncomfortable. Also, you
have more self-doubt than usual; your mood is somber and rather self-critical. This is a good time to
take stock of your life, to see how you are limiting and holding yourself back, and to determine your
next steps. But do not attempt to press forward now, and don't take whatever setbacks you experience
too much too heart.

3 July 2022     (2 July 2022 to 4 July 2022) Sun Trine Asc

You are in harmony with the people in your immediate environment. There is a sense of ease and of
flowing with, rather than fighting against or resisting, what is going on around you. Therefore, you have
more energy and more fun at this time.

Now is a good time to make a presentation, go for an interview, or meet the public in some way; the
response is positive.

3 July 2022     (2 July 2022 to 4 July 2022) Ven Sqr Sun

Your desire for pleasure, ease, and affection is brought to the fore, and may interfere with work or
complicate situations in which you need to be acting assertively and on your own behalf. Your mood
and attitude is conciliatory, and your need for love and approval heightened. Social gatherings and
personal relationships are favored.

4 July 2022     (4 July 2022 to 5 July 2022) Merc Sqr Ura

Flexibility, thinking on your feet, and the ability to accommodate the unexpected will be called for
now. The pace is very quick. You will be pulled in many directions at once, and tend to scatter your
forces, jumping from one thing to the next. Positively, you may come up with some fresh, original plan
or insight that may seem crazy at first, but which is likely to be quite useful.

4 July 2022     (4 July 2022 to 5 July 2022) Mars Trine Jup

At this time you will want to branch out; you have the energy to do more and take on more
challenges. This is a very good time to begin implementing the plans and promises that you have made
to yourself, as any new endeavor is likely to succeed. A new health regimen, actions taken to advance
professionally, or anything you do to move toward achieving a cherished goal or ideal goes well now.
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4 July 2022     (4 July 2022 to 5 July 2022) Merc Sxtil MC

Making decisions or long-range plans is favored now. Your judgement is sound. Making worthwhile
professional contacts, reaching out to others who can help you in your work, and taking care of
business in an orderly, clear way are also likely.

4 July 2022     (4 July 2022 to 5 July 2022) Sun Trine Sun

Confidence and inner harmony prevail. You can move forward with creative projects and express
yourself more easily and comfortably now. Your efforts are well-received at this time.

4 July 2022     (4 July 2022 to 5 July 2022) Merc Sxtil Jup

You are optimistic, hopeful, and forward-looking at this time. You can see connections and
possibilities you may have overlooked before. Now is a time for communicating your enthusiasm,
sharing your plans and dreams and also being more receptive to others' thoughts and point of view.
Contracts, negotiations, and business dealings of all kinds are favored now.

5 July 2022     (19 Apr 2022 to 22 July 2022) Sat Sxtil Moon

You are feeling at peace and very good about yourself now. Others express appreciation for the help
and support you have given them, which makes you feel that your efforts have been worthwhile. Your
daily life and activities run smoothly and everything is in good working order. You are particularly
well-organized now and your domestic life is harmonious.

5 July 2022     (4 July 2022 to 6 July 2022) Ven Trine Ven

Contentment, emotional well-being and harmony prevail in your personal relationships. At this time
you relax, and indulge in your pleasure-loving side. Unless other astrological indications override this
influence, you are unlikely to be forceful and try to make things happen, but instead are inclined to flow
along with people and situations, attracting what you need and letting the world come to you.

7 July 2022     (7 July 2022 to 8 July 2022) Ven Trine Merc

This is a good time to schedule social activities or even business meetings where tact and friendliness
would be a plus. You act as a diplomat and harmonizer between people with differing viewpoints. Also,
attending cultural events such as an art show or a play is favored. Thoughts of love, an appreciation for
beauty, and an aesthetic enjoyment of your surroundings are brought to the fore. A short pleasure trip
would also be beneficial now.
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10 July 2022    (10 July 2022 to 11 July 2022) Merc Sqr Mars

Errors made in haste, speaking too forcefully, sharp words spoken on impulse, or accidents occurring
due to restlessness and impatience are all possible at this time.

You feel that you have to fight for what you want or believe in, and you are very clear, decisive, and
convincing right now, but you also tend to stir up more controversy or competitive feelings than is
really necessary.

10 July 2022    (10 July 2022 to 11 July 2022) Merc Sqr Sat

Your thinking is rather gloomy and pessimistic at this time. You see the superficiality, the flaws, and
the foolishness or impracticality in others' plans. Also, communicating with others is difficult now, and
people resist what you are saying. You feel more inhibited and uncommunicative, and you sense that
others are not receptive. Frustrating conversations and the feeling that you are coming across
negatively are possible now, so you are inclined simply to keep your thoughts to yourself.

10 July 2022    (10 July 2022 to 11 July 2022) Merc Trine Asc

Communications are excellent now. You come across clearly and present yourself articulately. Public
speaking, interviews, and other transactions with the public are favored. Conversations you have at this
time go smoothly, and an agreement can be reached.

11 July 2022    (10 July 2022 to 12 July 2022) Ven Sqr Plu

Hidden passions, fears, jealousies, longings, desires, or needs surface in you now and can stir up
trouble in your closest relationships. You are prone to be compulsive or demanding in a close
relationship, to be emotionally driven and to force things to a head in some emotionally-laden
situation. Positively, a relationship can be deepened and reborn now, given new life by your willingness
to reveal yourself completely to your loved one.

11 July 2022    (10 July 2022 to 12 July 2022) Merc Trine Sun

You are very clear and perceptive now. It's a good time to make a decision or come to an agreement,
negotiate, exchange your views with others, present your case. If you are in a profession dealing with
words, ideas, or communication, this is a very productive time for you. Ideas flow, and you express your
thoughts well.
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13 July 2022    (12 July 2022 to 14 July 2022) Ven Sxtil Moon

This is an excellent time to have company or to give a party at your home. You are feeling hospitable,
loving, and need to share comfort and affection with close friends and family. Home improvements or
beautifying your surroundings in some way is also favored now.

14 July 2022    (14 July 2022 to 15 July 2022) Sun Sxtil Plu

There are opportunities for deep sharing, and powerful, meaningful contacts with others, especially
people who share common goals or ideals. An opportunity for a leadership role is also likely.

15 July 2022    (15 July 2022 to 16 July 2022) Merc Sxtil Plu

You are fascinated by the mysterious now. Unsolved or puzzling problems and the hidden or
behind-the-scenes aspects of a situation interest you most, and you delve and probe until you discover
the truth. An interest in psychology or other peoples' secrets comes to the fore. You enjoy spy stores,
mystery, and supernatural stories.

16 July 2022    (16 July 2022 to 17 July 2022) Ven Sqr Ura

You are impulsively affectionate and flirtatious at this time, and you feel quite restless if you are in a
stable, predictable relationship that offers little excitement. You may be highly attracted to someone
new, simply because of the novelty and possibilities for adventure. Also, your friends or love partner
may behave in unexpected ways. Flexibility and openmindedness in your relationships is called for
now.

16 July 2022    (16 July 2022 to 17 July 2022) Ven Sxtil MC

Meeting people that can benefit your career, getting together with colleagues, or getting to know your
superiors on a more personal, friendly basis is quite likely at this time. Take advantage of all
opportunities to socialize with the people you have professional ties with for the outcome is likely to be
quite positive.

16 July 2022    (16 July 2022 to 17 July 2022) Merc Sqr Moon

Emotions, prejudices, or unresolved issues from the past come up in your interactions with others
now, and you may not be very objective.

This is a good time to speak up and clear the air of any grievances you have been holding on to for
some time.

Personal subjects are the topic of discussion now. Reminiscing, remembering, daydreaming about
and reflecting on the past is likely.
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17 July 2022    (16 July 2022 to 18 July 2022) Sun Sqr Moon

Tension in your home life, conflicts between work demands and personal needs, or unresolved
emotional tangles are likely to arise now, necessitating adjustments and compromises on your part.

A side of you which is usually hidden or in the background is likely to emerge now, and this may be
positive or negative.

17 July 2022    (16 July 2022 to 18 July 2022) Ven Sxtil Jup

Both friendship and material benefits may well come to you at this time. You feel very sociable and
gregarious, and seek conviviality, especially with people who really know how to have a good time.
Charitable and philanthropic impulses are stronger now, also, and should be followed with positive
action on your part.

17 July 2022    (17 July 2022 to 18 July 2022) Merc Trine Nep

You are inspired creatively, artistically, or spiritually at this time. Your imagination, intuition, and
psychic sensitivity are high now, and you find yourself wanting to paint or listen to music, daydream, or
fantasize rather than concentrate on practical matters.

18 July 2022    (18 July 2022 to 19 July 2022) Merc Sxtil Ura

You will want a break from the predictability of your usual routine and methods. You're in the mood
to experiment and to learn something new. Offbeat or original ideas excite you and you will seek people
who can offer you a different way of looking at things. Discovery, inventiveness, and spontaneity are
major themes now.

19 July 2022    (18 July 2022 to 20 July 2022) Sun Trine Nep

At this time you really enjoy art, theatre, music, and your own inner world of fantasy. Your
imagination is vivid. If you have an interest in spiritual matters, these interests come to the fore now
also. The inability to be decisive and a lack of energy or drive is a negative possibility. You can be quite
lazy now.

20 July 2022    (20 July 2022 to 21 July 2022) Sun Sxtil Ura

Acting on impulse, changing your usual routine, improvising and using your intuition rather than
following a prescribed, logical way of doing things is called for now. The tempo of your life accelerates
now. Expect a rather inconstant, unpredictable, but interesting time.
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21 July 2022    (20 July 2022 to 23 July 2022) Mars Oppos Asc

Your relationships have a very competitive, aggressive quality at this time, and conflicts over power
and dominance may erupt. You won't compromise yourself to please anyone. Disputes in your marriage
or other close partnerships are likely. On the other hand, you may begin a relationship now, boldly
taking the initiative to pursue someone you want to be with. You will come on strong to this person, but
he or she might just love it!

23 July 2022    (21 July 2022 to 24 July 2022) Mars Sxtil Sun

Your physical drive and energy level are high now, and you can accomplish a great deal fairly easily.
You are inclined to take the initiative or to strike out on your own, and you are likely to be successful at
what you attempt at this time. Because you assert yourself in a positive manner, a leadership role or an
opportunity to do something you have wanted to do on your own is likely to be offered to you.

25 July 2022    (24 July 2022 to 26 July 2022) Merc Trine Mars

This is a good time to assert your own needs and desires, to communicate to others what you really
want. You are sharp, clear, decisive, and articulate. You can't stand being idle now; you are ready for
challenging, intellectual activities and attacking difficult problems on the job.

25 July 2022    (24 July 2022 to 26 July 2022) Merc Trine Sat

The emphasis is now on long-range financial planning, thinking about future security, and
formulating strategies to achieve your ambitions. Your ability to study quietly, to concentrate on
complex mental work, and to think deeply about serious matters is much better than usual. This is a
good time to organize your affairs and also to seek professional advice about your concerns.

25 July 2022    (24 July 2022 to 26 July 2022) Merc Sqr Asc

You will be alert and on your toes now. The pace is likely to be fast, even hectic. You are restless and
eager to meet others halfway, to converse, exchange information, and make connections. Nervousness
or irritability due to aggravations and the stress of increased demands at work is possible.

26 July 2022    (25 July 2022 to 28 July 2022) Mars Sqr Ven

Your amorous feelings and passions are strong and compelling at this time, and you tend to be very
demanding of a lover's energy and affection. Tensions may erupt in close relationships because one of
you feels that you have been giving more, and not receiving enough in return, or one of you is more
amorous than the other. Frustrated love desire can easily turn to anger or irritability at this time.
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26 July 2022    (26 July 2022 to 27 July 2022) Merc Oppos Ven

This is a favorable time to take a short vacation or pleasure trip, especially to visit people you really
enjoy. The tone of this time is light, friendly and easy. Positive connections are made with others, and
you may meet a new friend. You may also want to call or write someone you love, simply to cheer them
up or tell them you love them.

27 July 2022    (26 July 2022 to 28 July 2022) Ven Sqr Mars

Tangles in romantic relationships are likely now. Your sexual drive is quite strong, and you may be
more concerned with satisfying your own desires than in being sensitive to your partner. All
interactions with people of the opposite sex are inclined to be tense right now.

27 July 2022    (26 July 2022 to 28 July 2022) Ven Sqr Sat

Withdrawing from emotional social contact is favored now, for even when you are with others you
are likely to feel separate and alone. Sadness and disappointments in your personal life are also
probable now. Inadequacies and flaws in your friends or lovers are particularly bothersome to you now,
and you may feel that you have nearly exhausted your patience for dealing with these problems. It is a
time to be quiet and to look objectively at how your relationships are going. Though not a pleasurable
time, this can be a fruitful period in which to learn more about love and what you truly value.

27 July 2022    (26 July 2022 to 28 July 2022) Ven Trine Asc

At this time you are inclined to invest your time and money into making your environment more
beautiful and comfortable. You may also wish to enhance your personal appearance in some way, such
as getting a new hair style or purchasing clothing, cosmetics and the like. Social gatherings are also very
positive for you now.

28 July 2022    (28 July 2022 to 29 July 2022) Ven Trine Sun

Relaxation, enjoyment, and pleasure are emphasized now. This is not a time to push yourself or be
involved in activities that require intense competition or a great expenditure of energy. Cooperative,
harmonious personal and professional relationships are more important to you at this time. You feel
like socializing and being friendly.

28 July 2022    (28 July 2022 to 29 July 2022) Merc Oppos Merc

Exchanging information, ideas, and opinions plays an important role in your life now. A significant
conversation with someone who has a very different attitude or perspective than your own is likely. Try
to be receptive and learn as much as you can from others at this time. Also, mental curiosity or
restlessness impels you to get out and about, perhaps take a short trip or visit.
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31 July 2022    (29 July 2022 to 2 Aug 2022) Mars Sqr Merc

Verbal battles, disputes, and heated debates are very likely at this time because you speak your mind
without much forethought, tact, or consideration of consequences. Right now you will say the things
you usually only think, especially to people you disagree with. Also, you are quite impatient and easily
frustrated, and are inclined to move about too quickly and abruptly, which can cause accidents. Unless
you slow your pace down a bit, this time period can be quite a headache.

1 Aug 2022      (1 Aug 2022 to 2 Aug 2022) Merc Trine Moon

It is easy for you to talk about your feelings now, and also to listen sensitively to not only what others
are saying but also what they are feeling. This is an excellent time to discuss your feelings  and clear the
air on any grievances you may be holding on to from the past. Your communication with women is
especially good at this time.

2 Aug 2022      (1 Aug 2022 to 3 Aug 2022) Merc Sqr Nep

Mental clarity, discrimination, and your ability to separate fact from fiction is diminished now.
Miscommunications and an inability to formulate your ideas coherently are likely. Your mind wanders,
and this can be a time of creative reverie or daydreaming. Avoid making binding contracts at this
time.

3 Aug 2022      (3 Aug 2022 to 4 Aug 2022) Merc Conj MC

At this time you are objective and can make some clear decisions about where you are headed or what
the next step to achieve your important personal goals should be. Your judgement is sound at this time.
You may have an important professional conference or a conversation about your career. This is an
excellent time to seek out your superiors or those in a position to help you advance.

3 Aug 2022      (3 Aug 2022 to 4 Aug 2022) Sun Trine Mars

You have an abundance of physical energy and self-confidence right now and can take on new
projects and challenges with ease. You feel bolder and less dependent on others' affirmation and
approval.

Taking a strong stand or striking out on your own in some manner is likely to work out well for you.
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3 Aug 2022      (3 Aug 2022 to 4 Aug 2022) Sun Trine Sat

Today it is easy for you to concentrate on your work, to eliminate what is superfluous or distracting
you from what you really need to do. You have the self-control and discipline to apply yourself to tasks
that you may have been avoiding. You want to put your affairs in order and have a greater tolerance for
tedium than usual. This is a good time to tackle mundane chores and practical business.

3 Aug 2022      (3 Aug 2022 to 4 Aug 2022) Sun Sqr Asc

You may feel out of step with the people in your immediate environment now, not in harmony with
the intentions and desires of those you work or live with.

Relationships, especially professional ones, can be tense, especially if you attempt to work your own
will. This is not a time to force issues.

3 Aug 2022      (3 Aug 2022 to 4 Aug 2022) Merc Conj Jup

This is a time for making long-range plans, seeing the big picture, and thinking about what is really
important to you in the long run. The trivial details and business of day-to-day living does not dominate
your attention now. Reading books or articles of an inspirational nature or on subjects of personal
growth and development is very fruitful now. This is also an excellent time for business functions,
negotiations, and communicating with the world at large.

5 Aug 2022      (5 Aug 2022 to 6 Aug 2022) Ven Sxtil Plu

Your feelings for friends and your emotional responses to life in general are deeper and more intense.
The need to share, to give and receive love, and to be accepted and wanted is very strong. You have an
opportunity now to see what keeps you from being really close to others - perhaps a forgotten hurt or
hidden resentment - and to rid yourself of it by bringing it out in the open or simply releasing it.

6 Aug 2022      (5 Aug 2022 to 8 Aug 2022) Mars Trine Plu

Getting what you really want and moving toward achieving the things which are important to you
may involve surrendering something or eliminating something from your life at this time: perhaps an
attitude, a situation, or an attachment that has been impeding you is now released. You feel free to
concentrate on the things that are most important to you now. Major, long-term changes can be
successfully begun now - a lifestyle change or a regimen of self-improvement, for instance.
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7 Aug 2022      (5 Aug 2022 to 8 Aug 2022) Sun Oppos Ven

You are feeling particularly affectionate now and the company of your love partner or very close
friends is important to you. This is not a time for solitary activity. Sharing, harmonizing, and love are
the themes now. However, if you are not happy in your personal life, your problems may seem
especially pressing at this time.

7 Aug 2022      (7 Aug 2022 to 8 Aug 2022) Ven Sqr Moon

The craving for sweetness and comfort in the form of loving affection or food  is strong now. This is a
good time to baby yourself and also to spend time with the people who love and appreciate you the
most. Also, you are feeling rather tender and softhearted, and may do something "maternal" on impulse
(such as take home a stray kitten, offer to babysit, buy a gift for your family, etc.).

8 Aug 2022      (8 Aug 2022 to 9 Aug 2022) Ven Trine Nep

At this time you are more sensitive to beauty and also the feelings and needs of others. It is easy for
you to give generously of yourself, for you sympathize strongly with other people and spiritual values
are more important than material ones at this time.

9 Aug 2022      (9 Aug 2022 to 10 Aug 2022) Ven Sxtil Ura

This is a time for getting a little loose and wild with friends, going dancing, or doing something out of
the ordinary that is stimulating and fun. You meet interesting new people and are more open to people
who are quite different from yourself. An opportunity for a romance may arise which is likely to be
exciting, though short-lived.

10 Aug 2022     (9 Aug 2022 to 11 Aug 2022) Sun Oppos Merc

Conversations, negotiations, meetings, responding to letters and phone calls, and communications of
all kinds are important activities now. A significant discussion or exchange of information is likely. This
is a good time to get the views of someone you respect.

11 Aug 2022     (11 Aug 2022 to 12 Aug 2022) Merc Sxtil Asc

This is an excellent time to be out and about. There are significant opportunities to make
connections, exchange information, and to learn something through a meeting or chance encounter.
Letters, phone calls, and conversations that you initiate are productive at this time.
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12 Aug 2022     (11 Aug 2022 to 13 Aug 2022) Merc Oppos Sun

A short trip, or at least a lot of activity and movement, is very likely now. A significant conversation,
learning from another person, and getting your own ideas and perceptions across to others is also
likely. You may hear from someone who has important information for you, or feel a pressing need to
write or call someone else in order to bring some matter in the open. Communications of all kinds play
an important role in your life now.

14 Aug 2022     (12 Aug 2022 to 16 Aug 2022) Mars Oppos Nep

At this time your interactions with others and with the outside world in general can be confusing,
devitalizing, and discouraging. It seems that whatever you try to do goes nowhere, or gets lost in a haze
of misunderstanding. This is not a good time to try to toot your own horn or attempt to get personal
recognition for your efforts. Taking time off, working quietly, or doing something primarily for the
benefit of others without concern for personal gain, is favored at this time.

16 Aug 2022     (14 Aug 2022 to 18 Aug 2022) Mars Trine Ura

Increased physical courage and a strong sense of adventure combine to make this a very interesting
time. You need to do something innovative, daring, unusual, liberating, exciting, and challenging. You
are inclined to act on some of the wilder impulses and desires you feel from time to time. You crave
stimulation. If you have an inventive streak, you could make a startling discovery or breakthrough
now.

17 Aug 2022     (15 Aug 2022 to 19 Aug 2022) Mars Sqr MC

At this time your efforts to get ahead and advance your own interests are likely to be met with
resistance or animosity. You seem over-eager, pushy, inconsiderate, or too narrowly focused on your
own objectives, so that you alienate the people who could help you. Try to do as much as you can on
your own, without trying to force others to agree with you or join you.

17 Aug 2022     (17 Aug 2022 to 18 Aug 2022) Sun Trine Moon

At this time you enjoy emotional satisfaction and harmony in your home life. Relationships with
women run smoothly. If you have a solid emotional base in your life, you will receive the benefits of
that. If not, this is a good time to begin making connections with people and also to discover what gives
real emotional nourishment and fulfillment.
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18 Aug 2022     (18 Aug 2022 to 19 Aug 2022) Merc Conj Plu

You disregard superficial or pat answers to your questions now and you feel impelled to probe until
you get to the bottom of some situation. Mysteries, unsolved riddles, and topics that people usually
avoid or sweep under the rug occupy your thoughts. When speaking, you tend to be very insistent or
even fanatical about your point of view, which will either utterly convince your listeners or repel them
completely.

19 Aug 2022     (19 Aug 2022 to 20 Aug 2022) Mars Sqr Jup

You are highly ambitious, full of optimism and enthusiasm for new enterprises and plans. In fact, you
may be foolishly over-confident and take on more challenges than you can really meet. You are inclined
to take physical risks, gamble, speculate, and to act on faith and belief in yourself. This can, in fact, be a
very productive time for you if you can keep your expectations within reasonable bounds. Beware of
over-exerting yourself.

19 Aug 2022     (19 Aug 2022 to 20 Aug 2022) Sun Sqr Nep

Confusion, inability to focus on mundane tasks, poor understanding or miscommunication between
yourself and others, and the desire to evade real responsibilities and challenges are negative potentials
for you now. You are more sensitive, impressionable, dreamy, or idealistic at this time also.

21 Aug 2022     (20 Aug 2022 to 21 Aug 2022) Ven Trine Mars

You feel quite amorous and affectionate now, and will very much want to share this time with
someone you love or at least with congenial company. Your creative or artistic inclinations are also
stimulated, and your work in these areas will be especially satisfying and successful at this time.

21 Aug 2022     (20 Aug 2022 to 21 Aug 2022) Ven Trine Sat

This is an excellent time to make decisions about your financial affairs, as your judgement is sound
and reliable, though a bit conservative. Investing in beautiful things which are likely to increase in value
over time (such as jewelry or fine art) is favored. You are not interested in fleeting excitement or
frivolity now. Spending "quality time" with an old and trusted friend, or enjoying the company of an
experienced, mature person who has much of substance to give you will make you happy.

21 Aug 2022     (21 Aug 2022 to 22 Aug 2022) Ven Sqr Asc

You are a peacemaker now, for harmony in your environment seems more important than ever.
Loving relationships, giving and receiving affection, and attracting people into your life who are good
for you are very likely at this time.
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21 Aug 2022     (21 Aug 2022 to 22 Aug 2022) Sun Conj MC

Your career, reputation, and most important personal goals receive a boost now, primarily through
your own initiative and willingness to assert yourself. You feel a surge of positive energy.

Superiors or people in authority will also notice you now and can help you immensely, enabling you
to fulfill something you are striving for. Public recognition for your work or your unique personal
contribution to the world is very possible.

22 Aug 2022     (21 Aug 2022 to 23 Aug 2022) Sun Conj Jup

You feel expansive, enthusiastic, and optimistic now. You want to reach out, do more and experience
more. You benefit greatly from the opportunities that present themselves at this time, and a person who
will be very influential and helpful to you may come into your life.

22 Aug 2022     (22 Aug 2022 to 23 Aug 2022) Merc Sxtil Nep

Your ability to concentrate on mundane concerns and problems diminishes now. The world of
imagination, fantasy, entertainment, or art holds more attraction for you. Go to a movie with a friend
(or write your own!). Also, your psychic sensitivity and intuition are heightened at this time. You are
more impressionable and open, but somewhat less precise and clear mentally.

23 Aug 2022     (23 Aug 2022 to 24 Aug 2022) Ven Oppos Ven

Your needs for love, companionship, friendship, and sharing are very strong now, and you won't
want to be alone or work go off to do solitary work. In fact, you feel like relaxing and enjoying the
beautiful side of life rather than laboring or concentrating on difficult tasks. A significant development
in a close relationship or strong feelings of attraction to someone you encounter, are very likely at this
time.

24 Aug 2022     (23 Aug 2022 to 25 Aug 2022) Merc Conj Ura

Your mental processes are speeded up now. You grasp new concepts very easily, but you tend to be
impatient with slower minds or the usual, predictable routine. Nervous restlessness, impulsive or
erratic behavior or speech, rushing and coming to a conclusion too quickly are likely at this time.

26 Aug 2022     (25 Aug 2022 to 27 Aug 2022) Ven Oppos Merc

You are more clear and objective about personal matters and your relationships, so this is a favorable
time to iron out differences or come to a decision. Communicating openly with loved ones, taking a trip
to visit friends, or going on an outing accompanied by one you love, figures prominently now.
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27 Aug 2022     (12 July 2022 to 27 Dec 2022) Plu Sxtil Nep

Your imagination and intuition become much deeper and penetrating during this time period. This is
an excellent time period for any form of imaginative work, such as fiction writing or any artistic
endeavor. This is also a good time for meditation and other religious or spiritual practices.

31 Aug 2022     (31 Aug 2022 to 1 Sep 2022) Ven Trine Moon

You are in a mood to relax and enjoy harmonious surroundings. Your family and friends are a source
of particular pleasure and satisfaction, and you may wish to treat them or pamper them in some way.
Appreciation for your home and a desire to make it more beautiful or comfortable is strong now also.

2 Sep 2022      (2 Sep 2022 to 3 Sep 2022) Ven Sqr Nep

Dreams, wishes, and fantasies about love are strong now, and you may be infatuated with someone
you meet at this time, only to be disappointed later when you discover this person does not fulfill all of
your expectations. You are simply not seeing people objectively now. Your imagination is very active
and creative however and so is your yearning for something beautiful. The artist in you emerges, and
your creations please and inspire you.

3 Sep 2022      (2 Sep 2022 to 4 Sep 2022) Ven Conj MC

Your personal charm and attractiveness has a positive effect on your career, reputation, or public
image. People see you as a loving and lovable person, and as someone who is aware of their needs and
feelings, which can benefit you at this time. Others are willing to help and cooperate with your aims.
Your interest in the arts or in promoting harmony and good will between people is brought out at this
time.

3 Sep 2022      (2 Sep 2022 to 5 Sep 2022) Sun Sxtil Asc

This is a time for being with people and especially giving something of yourself and your talents to
others. You want to be seen and noticed. You receive appreciation and a positive response, and possibly
an opportunity or personal contact which will be quite beneficial.

4 Sep 2022      (4 Sep 2022 to 5 Sep 2022) Ven Conj Jup

Happiness and a desire to share your good fortune and joy with others is the theme now. You are
feeling generous and expansive, and are inclined to give lavish gifts or buy something lovely for yourself
that is costly or extravagant. A diet or budget is likely to go out the window right now. As long as you
don't overextend yourself, this is a good time to indulge your feelings of kindness towards others and
also to be kind and indulgent to yourself.
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5 Sep 2022      (3 Sep 2022 to 6 Sep 2022) Sun Oppos Sun

This is a time to get others' opinions and feedback about yourself and what you are doing.
Relationships of all types are activated now and cooperation, compromise, and adjustments to others'
viewpoints are key issues that require your attention. You may come into contact with a person who is
especially creative or influential in your life.

10 Sep 2022     (8 Sep 2022 to 12 Sep 2022) Mars Sxtil Sat

Self-discipline, training, persevering through a dry or slow period, and working quietly or in meager
circumstances are themes in this time period. You have the ability and stamina to concentrate, to work
carefully and thoroughly, and to accomplish something modest, yet of real practical value and
substance now.

10 Sep 2022     (8 Sep 2022 to 12 Sep 2022) Mars Sxtil Mars

You are capable of forceful, decisive action, and you have the will to carry through on your intentions
at this time. Physically, you feel good and your energy is flowing smoothly. Also, your interactions with
others are feisty and spirited. you inspire others to take action and group efforts or joint projects are
favored.

12 Sep 2022     (10 Sep 2022 to 14 Sep 2022) Mars Sqr Sun

You are inclined to be aggressive and hot-tempered now, particularly when your will is blocked. Your
pushiness or competitive attitude is likely to create antagonism, hostility, and further resistance to your
efforts. It is best to work alone rather than try to cooperate or coordinate your efforts with anyone at
this time. Also, you are impatient and tend to behave in an impulsive, irritable way which makes you
more prone to accidents during this period.

14 Sep 2022     (14 Sep 2022 to 15 Sep 2022) Ven Sxtil Asc

Light and pleasant interactions characterize this time period. You gain what you want through
diplomacy or charm and by enlisting the support of your friends, rather than by being forthright and
bold. You are willing to make concessions in order to maintain harmony in your environment.

14 Sep 2022     (14 Sep 2022 to 15 Sep 2022) Sun Conj Plu

Something which has been lost or hidden may come to light now. Secrets, long-buried feelings and
desires, or skeletons in the closet could be revealed. This is also a time when you can easily go to
extremes. You become deeply involved in, and even somewhat obsessive about, whatever you are doing.
Driving yourself beyond your limits can be destructive now.
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15 Sep 2022     (14 Sep 2022 to 16 Sep 2022) Ven Oppos Sun

You feel quite loving and warm, with a desire to give and receive affection and appreciation. Also,
your desire for beauty stimulates your creativity. If you are artistic, your work will be particularly
inspired now. Indulging in your desire for beauty or luxury is likely at this time.

17 Sep 2022     (14 Sep 2022 to 19 Sep 2022) Mars Trine Ven

Right now you are more magnetic and sexually attractive, and your love life is likely to be both
harmonious and satisfying. You experience a positive flow of warmth and friendliness between yourself
and others, and you are stimulated and energized by your casual interactions with others of the
opposite sex. Creative and artistic efforts also flourish at this time.

19 Sep 2022     (18 Sep 2022 to 20 Sep 2022) Sun Sxtil Nep

Today you feel less competitive and ambitious about practical and mundane matters. The world of
imagination, fantasy, art, music, or mysticism is very appealing to you now, and if you have talent in
any of these areas, this can be a creative and fruitful time for you. However, the negative possibilities
for you now are being undisciplined, slack, indefinite, and wasting time and energy.

20 Sep 2022     (20 Sep 2022 to 21 Sep 2022) Sun Conj Ura

You are excitable and restless today and may do something quite unexpected and out of character.
Impatience with dreary routine and the desire for freedom and change may spur you to do something
you normally consider adolescent or irresponsible. You are very insistent on your own "rights", needs
and preferences at this time. An event that disrupts your accustomed schedule could also happen
now.

22 Sep 2022     (22 Sep 2022 to 23 Sep 2022) Ven Conj Plu

Deep emotions, both positive and negative, are stirred up within you, and you become more intense
and demanding of the people you are closest to. Fears, insecurities, jealousies, and hidden resentments
may surface, as well as a very strong need to be loved and to love. There is a compelling, urgent quality
to the feelings you experience now, and you may develop a powerful attraction to someone who
fascinates and mystifies you. This is a good time to reveal your deepest feelings, fears, needs, and
yearnings with the ones you love.

24 Sep 2022     (22 Sep 2022 to 27 Sep 2022) Mars Trine Merc

You speak very clearly, convincingly, and forcefully now, so that there is no mistaking what your
views and opinions are. You can argue a good case, make a very persuasive presentation, or successfully
challenge someone whose ideas do not agree with your own. Your mind is sharp and your responses
quick. This is a very good time to take a test or to do any kind of intellectual or mental work.
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25 Sep 2022     (24 Sep 2022 to 26 Sep 2022) Merc Conj Ura

This astrological influence (Merc Conj Ura) also occurred on 24 Aug 2022 (peak date). Please refer to
this date.

26 Sep 2022     (26 Sep 2022 to 27 Sep 2022) Ven Sxtil Nep

You are receptive to beauty at this time and want to be surrounded with harmony, beauty, and
kindness. Also, you feel tender and gentle toward others, and you want to please or to be of service to
them in some way. Some selfless generosity or an effort on behalf of someone in need will make you feel
very happy now.

27 Sep 2022     (25 Sep 2022 to 28 Sep 2022) Merc Sxtil Nep

This astrological influence (Merc Sxtil Nep) also occurred on 22 Aug 2022 (peak date). Please refer to
this date.

27 Sep 2022     (26 Sep 2022 to 28 Sep 2022) Ven Conj Ura

You are craving emotional excitement, stimulation, and something new and alive. This is a time for
music, dancing, and being joyfully spontaneous. Your social inhibitions are loosened, and you may be
tempted to have a wild flirtation or to act in a rather reckless way in a relationship.

4 Oct 2022      (4 Oct 2022 to 5 Oct 2022) Sun Oppos Mars

You are contentious, argumentative and impatient now. Disagreements erupt because you aren't
willing to overlook minor irritations as readily as usual. Confrontations with others may be fruitful if
you don't allow your anger to get out of control. You are highly competitive at this time.

4 Oct 2022      (4 Oct 2022 to 5 Oct 2022) Sun Oppos Sat

It may seem that circumstances, other people, or the whole world is against you today! You feel
overwhelmed by demands, outside pressures, or your responsibilities and you are looking at your life
with serious doubt or pessimism. Others don't seem to help, even if they try to; solitary activity or
reflection is called for now.
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6 Oct 2022      (3 Oct 2022 to 9 Oct 2022) Mars Sqr Plu

Your drive for personal power, achievement, or control over your life is very strong at this time. The
tyrant in you emerges, and you can be excessively willful, domineering, or compulsive about doing what
you want to. You battle anyone or anything that is an obstacle to your individual freedom of action, and
ego conflicts or a furious power struggle may ensue. Also, you can be unmerciful with yourself and your
own weaknesses. You are likely to push yourself much too hard.

7 Oct 2022      (6 Oct 2022 to 8 Oct 2022) Merc Sxtil Nep

This astrological influence (Merc Sxtil Nep) also occurred on 27 Sep 2022 (peak date). Please refer to
this date.

7 Oct 2022      (6 Oct 2022 to 8 Oct 2022) Sun Trine Ven

Giving and receiving appreciation, love, and happiness come into your life now. You are moved to
express your affections more openly than usual. You also want to be surrounded with beauty and
harmonious people, and your artistic efforts flourish.

8 Oct 2022      (8 Oct 2022 to 9 Oct 2022) Ven Oppos Mars

Relationships with the opposite sex are intensified now. You experience strong feelings of attraction
and love desire, and if you are unhappy in your sexual life, you can be very tense and angry "for no
reason" now. You may be tempted to act on an infatuation.

8 Oct 2022      (8 Oct 2022 to 9 Oct 2022) Ven Oppos Sat

Conflicts between duty and pleasure, or between sober practicality and a yearning for love and
emotional satisfaction, are likely now. This can be a very frustrating time, and you are likely to feel
quite alone, emotionally aloof or withdrawn.

A relationship may end or a temporary break may be made. This is a time to relinquish something or
someone you once cherished but which no longer has a positive purpose in your life.

9 Oct 2022      (8 Oct 2022 to 9 Oct 2022) Merc Conj Ura

This astrological influence (Merc Conj Ura) also occurred on 25 Sep 2022 (peak date). Please refer to
this date.
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10 Oct 2022     (10 Oct 2022 to 11 Oct 2022) Ven Trine Ven

Contentment, emotional well-being and harmony prevail in your personal relationships. At this time
you relax, and indulge in your pleasure-loving side. Unless other astrological indications override this
influence, you are unlikely to be forceful and try to make things happen, but instead are inclined to flow
along with people and situations, attracting what you need and letting the world come to you.

11 Oct 2022     (10 Oct 2022 to 12 Oct 2022) Sun Trine Merc

If you are a writer, teacher, student, or involved in any intellectual work, this is a positive time for
you: ideas flow and it is easier than usual to express your thoughts. Also, this is a good time for buying,
selling, negotiating, and communications of all kinds.

13 Oct 2022     (12 Oct 2022 to 14 Oct 2022) Ven Trine Merc

This is a good time to schedule social activities or even business meetings where tact and friendliness
would be a plus. You act as a diplomat and harmonizer between people with differing viewpoints. Also,
attending cultural events such as an art show or a play is favored. Thoughts of love, an appreciation for
beauty, and an aesthetic enjoyment of your surroundings are brought to the fore. A short pleasure trip
would also be beneficial now.

17 Oct 2022     (16 Oct 2022 to 18 Oct 2022) Sun Oppos Moon

Your feelings, emotional needs, and desires for closeness and a sense of belonging come to the fore
now. You give your home, personal relationships, and inner life more attention. Problems you may
have been avoiding in these areas are brought into focus.

18 Oct 2022     (13 Oct 2022 to 27 Oct 2022) Mars Sxtil Moon

You easily become fired up emotionally at this time, especially about people, places, or causes you
have a strong attachment to from the past (such as your alma mater, your home town, etc.). You care
more passionately and respond instinctively and emotionally to whatever happens to you at this time.
Also, you are energized and invigorated now and eager to be involved in projects that benefit your
children, family, or home.

18 Oct 2022     (18 Oct 2022 to 19 Oct 2022) Merc Oppos Mars

You are very impulsive and restless now and you are likely to act or speak too quickly without
sufficient forethought or concern for the consequences. You tend to be verbally aggressive, starting
fights with people who don't agree with you or who simply get in your way. Positively, you are very
sharp and clear mentally at this time, and can attack problems and tasks with great vigor.
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18 Oct 2022     (18 Oct 2022 to 19 Oct 2022) Merc Oppos Sat

You are likely to distance yourself from others now, feeling the need to withdraw and reflect. Your
thoughts are inclined to be heavy, critical, and pessimistic at this time, so it would be good to realize
that you are only seeing part of the picture, and perhaps seek the advice of an older, experienced person
who has passed through some of the challenges you face. This can also be a time of leaving, separating
from friends and choosing a new way.

18 Oct 2022     (12 Sep 2022 to 12 Nov 2022) Ura Sqr Merc

Fresh, exciting ideas appeal to you now and you find it extremely difficult to keep your attention on
subject matter or work that you have already mastered. You want to try something new.

18 Oct 2022     (18 Oct 2022 to 19 Oct 2022) Ven Oppos Moon

Your feelings, friends, and female relatives figure prominently in your life now. You realize how much
you appreciate and need their love and support, and you are particularly affectionate now. You may
also initiate a relationship in which you take care of, support, and "baby" someone else.

20 Oct 2022     (20 Oct 2022 to 21 Oct 2022) Merc Trine Ven

You are very congenial and cooperative now and more interested in the similarities than in the
differences between yourself and others. This is a very good time to let people know you care about
them: send a card, write a note of appreciation or even a love letter! You may also want to buy
something beautiful, pleasing, and frivolous which simply makes you feel good.

21 Oct 2022     (20 Oct 2022 to 22 Oct 2022) Sun Sxtil MC

Your long-range goals, life direction, or career aims come into focus now. You gain clarity or a
stronger sense of purpose, which energizes your efforts to get ahead or move toward what you really
want.

Recognition or support from your superiors or others who are in a position to assist you is likely now,
especially if you take some initiative.

21 Oct 2022     (21 Oct 2022 to 22 Oct 2022) Ven Sxtil MC

Meeting people that can benefit your career, getting together with colleagues, or getting to know your
superiors on a more personal, friendly basis is quite likely at this time. Take advantage of all
opportunities to socialize with the people you have professional ties with for the outcome is likely to be
quite positive.
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22 Oct 2022     (22 Oct 2022 to 23 Oct 2022) Merc Trine Merc

Conversations and sharing plans and ideas with others are very fruitful now. You understand what
others are telling you, and you make yourself clearly understood also. This is a favorable time for
getting your message across to others via writing, speaking, or advertising.

22 Oct 2022     (22 Oct 2022 to 23 Oct 2022) Ven Sxtil Jup

Both friendship and material benefits may well come to you at this time. You feel very sociable and
gregarious, and seek conviviality, especially with people who really know how to have a good time.
Charitable and philanthropic impulses are stronger now, also, and should be followed with positive
action on your part.

22 Oct 2022     (22 Oct 2022 to 23 Oct 2022) Sun Sxtil Jup

Agreements, contracts, and joining your efforts with others will work out very much to your
advantage now. A friend or person in authority may offer help or present an opportunity which will
benefit you now or in the future. Also, you will reap rewards later for the generosity and aid you extend
to others at this time.

24 Oct 2022     (8 Oct 2022 to 6 Nov 2022) sat conj merc

You are very serious-minded now, and you ask probing questions that strike to the heart of the
matter. This is a good time for reading, studying, and disciplined, concentrated thinking and
research.

26 Oct 2022     (26 Oct 2022 to 27 Oct 2022) Merc Oppos Moon

At this time you have important discussions with women and with people you are (or once were) very
close to. You may wish to visit, write, or make a telephone call to someone from your past. Connecting
with your roots is the theme now, with an emphasis on seeing the past objectively. Memories and old
feelings surface very clearly now.

28 Oct 2022     (28 Oct 2022 to 29 Oct 2022) Merc Sxtil MC

Making decisions or long-range plans is favored now. Your judgement is sound. Making worthwhile
professional contacts, reaching out to others who can help you in your work, and taking care of
business in an orderly, clear way are also likely.
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29 Oct 2022     (28 Oct 2022 to 30 Oct 2022) Merc Sxtil Jup

You are optimistic, hopeful, and forward-looking at this time. You can see connections and
possibilities you may have overlooked before. Now is a time for communicating your enthusiasm,
sharing your plans and dreams and also being more receptive to others' thoughts and point of view.
Contracts, negotiations, and business dealings of all kinds are favored now.

1 Nov 2022      (1 Nov 2022 to 2 Nov 2022) Ven Conj Asc

At this time you come across in an appealing, charming, openly affectionate manner which is likely to
win you new friends and admirers. You make an excellent first impression now. This is a very favorable
time for doing something to enhance your appearance, such as getting a hair cut or purchasing new
clothing.

2 Nov 2022      (1 Nov 2022 to 3 Nov 2022) Ven Trine Sun

Relaxation, enjoyment, and pleasure are emphasized now. This is not a time to push yourself or be
involved in activities that require intense competition or a great expenditure of energy. Cooperative,
harmonious personal and professional relationships are more important to you at this time. You feel
like socializing and being friendly.

3 Nov 2022      (3 Nov 2022 to 4 Nov 2022) Ven Sqr Ven

What occurs now makes you more aware of what you need, feel and want in your relationships. If you
are unhappy in your personal life, this is brought out now, and you'll need to face what is causing your
dissatisfaction. Differences in personal style, tastes, and ways of expressing affection may emerge. You
also feel amorous and loving, and if your personal life is going well, this is a time to really enjoy and
appreciate it.

3 Nov 2022      (3 Nov 2022 to 4 Nov 2022) Sun Conj Asc

This is a time for you to shine! You have an extra measure of energy and confidence now and will
make a strong impression on those in your environment. This is a very good time to go for a job
interview, meet the public, or simply go out and be seen. You will be noticed more than usual.

This is also a good time to begin something new, to initiate a relationship or project you may have
been considering.
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4 Nov 2022      (3 Nov 2022 to 5 Nov 2022) Sun Trine Sun

Confidence and inner harmony prevail. You can move forward with creative projects and express
yourself more easily and comfortably now. Your efforts are well-received at this time.

5 Nov 2022      (5 Nov 2022 to 6 Nov 2022) Merc Conj Asc

Sales, teaching, public speaking, negotiating, or any endeavor that involves giving information to
others is favored now. You are clear, articulate, and communicative at this time.

6 Nov 2022      (5 Nov 2022 to 7 Nov 2022) Merc Trine Sun

You are very clear and perceptive now. It's a good time to make a decision or come to an agreement,
negotiate, exchange your views with others, present your case. If you are in a profession dealing with
words, ideas, or communication, this is a very productive time for you. Ideas flow, and you express your
thoughts well.

6 Nov 2022      (5 Nov 2022 to 7 Nov 2022) Ven Sqr Merc

Your thoughts turn to love and this is a favorable time to bring out any concerns you have in your
personal relationships. Agreements and cooperation can be achieved easily now. You readily discuss
your personal needs and desires. Also, you are more aware of beauty and may want to rearrange your
decor or buy something to beautify your surroundings.

6 Nov 2022      (5 Nov 2022 to 7 Nov 2022) Sun Sqr Ven

Your desire for love and affection, as well as beauty and pleasure, is strong now and you act on
feelings and creative impulses more readily than usual. If you are not happy with some aspect of your
personal life, these issues arise at this time and there may be disagreements or tension in a close
relationship.

7 Nov 2022      (7 Nov 2022 to 8 Nov 2022) Merc Sqr Ven

You are more distressed than usual over any dissonance in your environment or personal
relationships, and you are inclined to avoid serious discussions or real disagreements with others. Also,
challenging mental work and concentration is difficult for you now.
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9 Nov 2022      (9 Nov 2022 to 10 Nov 2022) Merc Sqr Merc

Intellectual disagreements or differences of opinion and viewpoints arise now. You may have to
speak your mind in a way that challenges or unnerves someone else. However, your mind is very active
and sharp, and your reasoning power is good, so this is a good time to do mental work.

9 Nov 2022      (9 Nov 2022 to 10 Nov 2022) Ven Sxtil Plu

Your feelings for friends and your emotional responses to life in general are deeper and more intense.
The need to share, to give and receive love, and to be accepted and wanted is very strong. You have an
opportunity now to see what keeps you from being really close to others - perhaps a forgotten hurt or
hidden resentment - and to rid yourself of it by bringing it out in the open or simply releasing it.

10 Nov 2022     (9 Nov 2022 to 11 Nov 2022) Sun Sqr Merc

A fast pace, with many letters, phone calls, errands, meetings, or discussions, is on the agenda. You
may feel mentally restless, impatient, and overly eager to get your own ideas across. Also, a situation
may arise which requires you to say what is on your mind, to make a decision, or to clearly voice your
personal opinion on some issue.

11 Nov 2022     (2 Nov 2022 to 16 Nov 2022) Mars Sxtil Moon

You easily become fired up emotionally at this time, especially about people, places, or causes you
have a strong attachment to from the past (such as your alma mater, your home town, etc.). You care
more passionately and respond instinctively and emotionally to whatever happens to you at this time.
Also, you are energized and invigorated now and eager to be involved in projects that benefit your
children, family, or home.

12 Nov 2022     (11 Nov 2022 to 13 Nov 2022) Merc Sxtil Plu

You are fascinated by the mysterious now. Unsolved or puzzling problems and the hidden or
behind-the-scenes aspects of a situation interest you most, and you delve and probe until you discover
the truth. An interest in psychology or other peoples' secrets comes to the fore. You enjoy spy stores,
mystery, and supernatural stories.

13 Nov 2022     (13 Nov 2022 to 14 Nov 2022) Ven Conj Nep

Your romantic imagination is strong now. Dreams of an idealized "true love" or feelings of
compassion and oneness with others emerge strongly at this time.

Your perception of people gets rather hazy; you tend to see them through rose-colored glasses. It is
best not to make firm commitments at this time.
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If you have creative or artistic inclinations, your work will blossom. You can come up with some
really lovely, inspiring images.

14 Nov 2022     (13 Nov 2022 to 15 Nov 2022) Sun Sxtil Plu

There are opportunities for deep sharing, and powerful, meaningful contacts with others, especially
people who share common goals or ideals. An opportunity for a leadership role is also likely.

14 Nov 2022     (13 Nov 2022 to 15 Nov 2022) Ven Sxtil Ura

This is a time for getting a little loose and wild with friends, going dancing, or doing something out of
the ordinary that is stimulating and fun. You meet interesting new people and are more open to people
who are quite different from yourself. An opportunity for a romance may arise which is likely to be
exciting, though short-lived.

14 Nov 2022     (14 Nov 2022 to 15 Nov 2022) Ven Sqr MC

The desire to socialize, to be friendly, or loved may interfere with getting work done or acting in a
professional manner. Scheduling time for recreation or to attend to a relationship is a good idea now.

15 Nov 2022     (15 Nov 2022 to 16 Nov 2022) Merc Conj Nep

Your thoughts are dreamy, fantastic, and faraway right now. Your imagination and intuition is
heightened, which benefits any creative or artistic work you may do. However, your practical reasoning
ability and your ability to focus on the here-and-now are diminished. Your judgement regarding
concrete matters is a bit fuzzy at this time, so you may wish to delay making important decisions.

15 Nov 2022     (15 Nov 2022 to 16 Nov 2022) Ven Sqr Jup

This is a time when it is difficult to stay within a budget or on a diet, as your tendency is to splurge on
beautiful things and to enjoy yourself as much as possible. You want comfort and ease, and have
luxurious tastes. Quality is especially important to you right now. Also, you want to share whatever
good fortune you have. You need company and happy fellowship. It's a good time for a party, as long as
you don't overdo it.

15 Nov 2022     (15 Nov 2022 to 16 Nov 2022) Merc Sxtil Ura

You will want a break from the predictability of your usual routine and methods. You're in the mood
to experiment and to learn something new. Offbeat or original ideas excite you and you will seek people
who can offer you a different way of looking at things. Discovery, inventiveness, and spontaneity are
major themes now.
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16 Nov 2022     (15 Nov 2022 to 17 Nov 2022) Merc Sqr MC

This is a time for you to speak out about your thoughts or concerns regarding your work or
professional matters. Communication with your superiors or with people in authority who are in a
position to consider and act on your ideas comes to the fore now.

16 Nov 2022     (16 Nov 2022 to 17 Nov 2022) Merc Sqr Jup

Your mind is on bigger issues and long-range plans. You are optimistic and enthusiastic about your
ideas, but disinclined to read the fine print or study all the facts, which can result in an error in
judgement. Try not to be lax about important details.

18 Nov 2022     (17 Nov 2022 to 19 Nov 2022) Sun Conj Nep

You feel more lackadaisical now, less focused on mundane tasks, and possibly less energetic as well.
Your imagination and fantasy life is very active and you can dream up some very creative ideas.
Negatively, you tend to dissipate your energy or to avoid the real world.

19 Nov 2022     (12 July 2022 to 27 Dec 2022) Plu Sxtil Nep

Your imagination and intuition become much deeper and penetrating during this time period. This is
an excellent time period for any form of imaginative work, such as fiction writing or any artistic
endeavor. This is also a good time for meditation and other religious or spiritual practices.

20 Nov 2022     (19 Nov 2022 to 21 Nov 2022) Sun Sxtil Ura

Acting on impulse, changing your usual routine, improvising and using your intuition rather than
following a prescribed, logical way of doing things is called for now. The tempo of your life accelerates
now. Expect a rather inconstant, unpredictable, but interesting time.

20 Nov 2022     (19 Nov 2022 to 21 Nov 2022) Sun Sqr MC

You are at cross purposes with the people in your environment who are most able to benefit you. You
tend to come on too strong, to be oblivious to others' needs and intentions, or to act inappropriately
now. You feel an urgency to take positive steps to achieve your goals, but be certain that you are not
overstepping yourself, as this can cause considerable enmity at this time.
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21 Nov 2022     (21 Nov 2022 to 22 Nov 2022) Sun Sqr Jup

You are optimistic and possibly extravagant now. You are less cautious than usual, feeling that
nothing can possibly go wrong. If you are inclined to overindulge, overspend, or go to excesses in any
manner, this tendency is exaggerated at this time.

However, you also aim higher than usual and a very promising opportunity or contact can also
occur.

22 Nov 2022     (19 Nov 2022 to 25 Nov 2022) Mars Sqr Plu

Your drive for personal power, achievement, or control over your life is very strong at this time. The
tyrant in you emerges, and you can be excessively willful, domineering, or compulsive about doing what
you want to. You battle anyone or anything that is an obstacle to your individual freedom of action, and
ego conflicts or a furious power struggle may ensue. Also, you can be unmerciful with yourself and your
own weaknesses. You are likely to push yourself much too hard.

23 Nov 2022     (21 Nov 2022 to 26 Nov 2022) jup oppos ura

Spontaneity and freedom are the key issues during this time period. Your mood is very upbeat. You
are funny, somewhat eccentric, and you will sometimes act out of character. All of this is simply
because you are less inhibited and cautious than usual, and you feel good.

24 Nov 2022     (23 Nov 2022 to 25 Nov 2022) Merc Trine Mars

This is a good time to assert your own needs and desires, to communicate to others what you really
want. You are sharp, clear, decisive, and articulate. You can't stand being idle now; you are ready for
challenging, intellectual activities and attacking difficult problems on the job.

24 Nov 2022     (23 Nov 2022 to 25 Nov 2022) Merc Trine Sat

The emphasis is now on long-range financial planning, thinking about future security, and
formulating strategies to achieve your ambitions. Your ability to study quietly, to concentrate on
complex mental work, and to think deeply about serious matters is much better than usual. This is a
good time to organize your affairs and also to seek professional advice about your concerns.

25 Nov 2022     (25 Nov 2022 to 26 Nov 2022) Ven Trine Mars

You feel quite amorous and affectionate now, and will very much want to share this time with
someone you love or at least with congenial company. Your creative or artistic inclinations are also
stimulated, and your work in these areas will be especially satisfying and successful at this time.
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25 Nov 2022     (25 Nov 2022 to 26 Nov 2022) Ven Trine Sat

This is an excellent time to make decisions about your financial affairs, as your judgement is sound
and reliable, though a bit conservative. Investing in beautiful things which are likely to increase in value
over time (such as jewelry or fine art) is favored. You are not interested in fleeting excitement or
frivolity now. Spending "quality time" with an old and trusted friend, or enjoying the company of an
experienced, mature person who has much of substance to give you will make you happy.

25 Nov 2022     (25 Nov 2022 to 26 Nov 2022) Merc Sqr Sun

There is much activity; you move rapidly from one thing to another and a hectic, somewhat stressful
pace is likely. Many errands, phone calls, letters which require a response, and other "busywork" is on
the agenda. A minor but rather tense confrontation is likely.

26 Nov 2022     (25 Nov 2022 to 27 Nov 2022) Ven Sqr Sun

Your desire for pleasure, ease, and affection is brought to the fore, and may interfere with work or
complicate situations in which you need to be acting assertively and on your own behalf. Your mood
and attitude is conciliatory, and your need for love and approval heightened. Social gatherings and
personal relationships are favored.

26 Nov 2022     (26 Nov 2022 to 27 Nov 2022) Merc Sxtil Ven

There is a friendly, cooperative, harmonious tone to the interactions you have now. It is a good time
for social activities and for getting in touch with friends. You avoid heavy discussions and do not want
to focus on dry, practical matters. Reading light fiction, going out to see a romantic comedy, or simply
sharing a pleasant time with someone you like is more in tune with your feelings now.

27 Nov 2022     (27 Nov 2022 to 28 Nov 2022) Ven Sxtil Ven

Opportunities for friendship, pleasant associations and enjoyable social interactions occur now.
Personal relationships are harmonious and rewarding. Also, financial transactions go smoothly for you
and material benefits are possible at this time.

28 Nov 2022     (28 Nov 2022 to 29 Nov 2022) Merc Sxtil Merc

A non-stop flow of communication between yourself and the people in your immediate environment
is likely today. You may engage in interesting and informative discussions or fritter your time away in
inconsequential chatter and gossip. Mental curiosity or restlessness may also impel you to take a short
trip or visit.
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30 Nov 2022     (29 Nov 2022 to 1 Dec 2022) Ven Sxtil Merc

This is a very good time to go to the theatre, an art exhibit, or social gathering. You want to see
beautiful things and exchange pleasantries with others. In fact, matters of the heart are on your mind
and you may want to play match-maker now.

1 Dec 2022      (1 Dec 2022 to 2 Dec 2022) Merc Sqr Plu

It is impossible for you to be content with superficial answers now, and you are impatient with people
who avoid looking candidly and honestly at root causes and hidden reasons for any problem or
situation. You tend to force your views on other people now. Also, you can become obsessed with an
idea or problem until you have figured it out.

3 Dec 2022      (3 Dec 2022 to 4 Dec 2022) Merc Trine Moon

It is easy for you to talk about your feelings now, and also to listen sensitively to not only what others
are saying but also what they are feeling. This is an excellent time to discuss your feelings  and clear the
air on any grievances you may be holding on to from the past. Your communication with women is
especially good at this time.

3 Dec 2022      (3 Dec 2022 to 4 Dec 2022) Sun Trine Mars

You have an abundance of physical energy and self-confidence right now and can take on new
projects and challenges with ease. You feel bolder and less dependent on others' affirmation and
approval.

Taking a strong stand or striking out on your own in some manner is likely to work out well for you.

3 Dec 2022      (3 Dec 2022 to 4 Dec 2022) Sun Trine Sat

Today it is easy for you to concentrate on your work, to eliminate what is superfluous or distracting
you from what you really need to do. You have the self-control and discipline to apply yourself to tasks
that you may have been avoiding. You want to put your affairs in order and have a greater tolerance for
tedium than usual. This is a good time to tackle mundane chores and practical business.

3 Dec 2022      (3 Dec 2022 to 4 Dec 2022) Ven Sqr Plu

Hidden passions, fears, jealousies, longings, desires, or needs surface in you now and can stir up
trouble in your closest relationships. You are prone to be compulsive or demanding in a close
relationship, to be emotionally driven and to force things to a head in some emotionally-laden
situation. Positively, a relationship can be deepened and reborn now, given new life by your willingness
to reveal yourself completely to your loved one.
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3 Dec 2022      (1 Dec 2022 to 6 Dec 2022) Mars Trine Merc

You speak very clearly, convincingly, and forcefully now, so that there is no mistaking what your
views and opinions are. You can argue a good case, make a very persuasive presentation, or successfully
challenge someone whose ideas do not agree with your own. Your mind is sharp and your responses
quick. This is a very good time to take a test or to do any kind of intellectual or mental work.

4 Dec 2022      (3 Dec 2022 to 5 Dec 2022) Sun Sqr Sun

You feel temporarily blocked now. Resistance and challenges from others or from outside situations
suggest this is not a good time to try to force your will and desires onto the world, as friction is the only
likely result. Relations with men can be especially tense.

5 Dec 2022      (5 Dec 2022 to 6 Dec 2022) Merc Sqr Ura

Flexibility, thinking on your feet, and the ability to accommodate the unexpected will be called for
now. The pace is very quick. You will be pulled in many directions at once, and tend to scatter your
forces, jumping from one thing to the next. Positively, you may come up with some fresh, original plan
or insight that may seem crazy at first, but which is likely to be quite useful.

5 Dec 2022      (11 Nov 2022 to 26 Dec 2022) nep oppos plu

Your personal feelings, attitudes, and ideals undergo changes now. These changes are very deep, and
experiences from your early life that you have forgotten about long ago are likely to surface. You are
also likely to often feel overcome with unusual feelings and have no idea why you are experiencing
these feelings. A wide range of feelings, such as nostalgia, euphoria, optimism, anger, or jealousy may
surface.

5 Dec 2022      (5 Dec 2022 to 6 Dec 2022) Merc Trine MC

At this time you put extra energy into thinking about and organizing your work and professional life.
Decisions you make at this time are likely to work out well, as you are clear and objective. Gathering
information regarding your career or long-range goals is also favored.

5 Dec 2022      (5 Dec 2022 to 6 Dec 2022) Ven Trine Moon

You are in a mood to relax and enjoy harmonious surroundings. Your family and friends are a source
of particular pleasure and satisfaction, and you may wish to treat them or pamper them in some way.
Appreciation for your home and a desire to make it more beautiful or comfortable is strong now also.
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6 Dec 2022      (5 Dec 2022 to 7 Dec 2022) Merc Trine Jup

This is a good time to travel, especially to places you've never experienced before, where you will be
exposed to new ideas and different ways of looking at the world. Studying new concepts is also favored;
your ability to understand and abstract ideas and your desire to grow intellectually is strong now.
Anything than broadens your world appeals to you at this time. You are interested in the big picture
and have less attention and interest in details.

6 Dec 2022      (5 Dec 2022 to 7 Dec 2022) Sun Sxtil Ven

Your relationships are especially affectionate and friendly at this time, and you may benefit socially
or materially through an opportunity offered to you by a friend. This is a good time for parties, social
gatherings, and other pleasurable activities.

8 Dec 2022      (7 Dec 2022 to 9 Dec 2022) Ven Sqr Ura

You are impulsively affectionate and flirtatious at this time, and you feel quite restless if you are in a
stable, predictable relationship that offers little excitement. You may be highly attracted to someone
new, simply because of the novelty and possibilities for adventure. Also, your friends or love partner
may behave in unexpected ways. Flexibility and openmindedness in your relationships is called for
now.

8 Dec 2022      (7 Dec 2022 to 9 Dec 2022) Ven Trine MC

Your friendly concern for others and your willingness to meet people half way benefits your career,
reputation, or public image at this time. This is a favorable time to socialize with people you have
professional ties with, as the positive feelings you generate now are likely to be an aid to you in the
future. Beautifying the place where you interface with the public and an increased concern about your
own physical appearance are also brought out now.

9 Dec 2022      (9 Dec 2022 to 10 Dec 2022) Ven Trine Jup

Emotional well-being and contentment characterize this time period. You feel quite relaxed and
carefree, and this would be a splendid time for a vacation. Laziness, self-indulgence, and expecting
everything to work out well with no effort on your part are negative possibilities now. You feel very
lucky and you are likely to be lax or extravagant with your money. Material benefits are, indeed, likely
at this time, but beware of being overly generous or depending too much on Lady Luck.
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9 Dec 2022      (9 Dec 2022 to 10 Dec 2022) Sun Sxtil Merc

This is a time when you express yourself very clearly, and conversations, negotiations, and
communications of all kinds are cordial and successful. Expect a rapid pace with numerous
transactions, letters, phone calls, or errands requiring mental clarity.

12 Dec 2022     (9 Dec 2022 to 15 Dec 2022) Mars Trine Ven

Right now you are more magnetic and sexually attractive, and your love life is likely to be both
harmonious and satisfying. You experience a positive flow of warmth and friendliness between yourself
and others, and you are stimulated and energized by your casual interactions with others of the
opposite sex. Creative and artistic efforts also flourish at this time.

13 Dec 2022     (13 Dec 2022 to 14 Dec 2022) Sun Sqr Plu

Underlying or previously hidden aspects of a situation come to light now.

The misuse of personal power, dominating or manipulating others, and the subtle ways you try to
control situations or other people are issues. The tyrant in you comes out, or you find yourself dealing
with the more difficult, dark, tyrannical side in other people.

Also, this can be a time when you are forced to confront and deal with something which is no longer
working - from old, outworn possessions to an unhealthy relationship or a deeply ingrained,
self-defeating attitude.

14 Dec 2022     (14 Dec 2022 to 15 Dec 2022) Merc Sqr Mars

Errors made in haste, speaking too forcefully, sharp words spoken on impulse, or accidents occurring
due to restlessness and impatience are all possible at this time.

You feel that you have to fight for what you want or believe in, and you are very clear, decisive, and
convincing right now, but you also tend to stir up more controversy or competitive feelings than is
really necessary.

14 Dec 2022     (14 Dec 2022 to 15 Dec 2022) Merc Sqr Sat

Your thinking is rather gloomy and pessimistic at this time. You see the superficiality, the flaws, and
the foolishness or impracticality in others' plans. Also, communicating with others is difficult now, and
people resist what you are saying. You feel more inhibited and uncommunicative, and you sense that
others are not receptive. Frustrating conversations and the feeling that you are coming across
negatively are possible now, so you are inclined simply to keep your thoughts to yourself.
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14 Dec 2022     (14 Dec 2022 to 15 Dec 2022) Merc Sxtil Asc

This is an excellent time to be out and about. There are significant opportunities to make
connections, exchange information, and to learn something through a meeting or chance encounter.
Letters, phone calls, and conversations that you initiate are productive at this time.

15 Dec 2022     (15 Dec 2022 to 16 Dec 2022) Merc Sxtil Sun

This is a busy time; communicating and getting in touch with others is very likely. Numerous phone
calls, letters, meetings, errands, or discussions bring you into contact with others. This is a good time to
brainstorm with others, share ideas, and come to a group consensus.

16 Dec 2022     (15 Dec 2022 to 17 Dec 2022) Sun Trine Moon

At this time you enjoy emotional satisfaction and harmony in your home life. Relationships with
women run smoothly. If you have a solid emotional base in your life, you will receive the benefits of
that. If not, this is a good time to begin making connections with people and also to discover what gives
real emotional nourishment and fulfillment.

18 Dec 2022     (15 Dec 2022 to 21 Dec 2022) Mars Sqr Sun

You are inclined to be aggressive and hot-tempered now, particularly when your will is blocked. Your
pushiness or competitive attitude is likely to create antagonism, hostility, and further resistance to your
efforts. It is best to work alone rather than try to cooperate or coordinate your efforts with anyone at
this time. Also, you are impatient and tend to behave in an impulsive, irritable way which makes you
more prone to accidents during this period.

19 Dec 2022     (19 Dec 2022 to 20 Dec 2022) Ven Sqr Mars

Tangles in romantic relationships are likely now. Your sexual drive is quite strong, and you may be
more concerned with satisfying your own desires than in being sensitive to your partner. All
interactions with people of the opposite sex are inclined to be tense right now.

19 Dec 2022     (19 Dec 2022 to 20 Dec 2022) Ven Sqr Sat

Withdrawing from emotional social contact is favored now, for even when you are with others you
are likely to feel separate and alone. Sadness and disappointments in your personal life are also
probable now. Inadequacies and flaws in your friends or lovers are particularly bothersome to you now,
and you may feel that you have nearly exhausted your patience for dealing with these problems. It is a
time to be quiet and to look objectively at how your relationships are going. Though not a pleasurable
time, this can be a fruitful period in which to learn more about love and what you truly value.
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19 Dec 2022     (19 Dec 2022 to 20 Dec 2022) Ven Sxtil Asc

Light and pleasant interactions characterize this time period. You gain what you want through
diplomacy or charm and by enlisting the support of your friends, rather than by being forthright and
bold. You are willing to make concessions in order to maintain harmony in your environment.

19 Dec 2022     (19 Dec 2022 to 20 Dec 2022) Sun Sqr Ura

Your usual routine is likely to be disrupted now, either by "freak" accidents beyond your control or by
your own impatience with the status quo. Sudden unexpected events, and breaking free of confining
situations and relationships are very likely.

20 Dec 2022     (19 Dec 2022 to 21 Dec 2022) Ven Sxtil Sun

Opportunities for friendship, cooperation, love, and shared happiness arise. The warmth and good
will you generate now is likely to be a benefit to you both now and later on. You feel especially friendly
and sociable.

20 Dec 2022     (19 Dec 2022 to 21 Dec 2022) Sun Trine MC

Your career, reputation, public standing, or important personal goals gain momentum now. Your
superiors or those in a position to support or further your aims are positively disposed toward you at
this time. An important victory or success can be achieved.

21 Dec 2022     (21 Dec 2022 to 22 Dec 2022) Sun Trine Jup

This is a good time for relaxing recreation, a time to refresh and rejuvenate yourself and do the things
you most enjoy doing. Good humor and optimism prevail now, and you are able to get a larger
perspective on your life. This is also a good time to approach someone who is in a position to benefit
you spiritually, intellectually, or materially.

22 Dec 2022     (18 Dec 2022 to 25 Dec 2022) Mars Sxtil Mars

You are capable of forceful, decisive action, and you have the will to carry through on your intentions
at this time. Physically, you feel good and your energy is flowing smoothly. Also, your interactions with
others are feisty and spirited. you inspire others to take action and group efforts or joint projects are
favored.
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22 Dec 2022     (18 Dec 2022 to 25 Dec 2022) Mars Sxtil Sat

Self-discipline, training, persevering through a dry or slow period, and working quietly or in meager
circumstances are themes in this time period. You have the ability and stamina to concentrate, to work
carefully and thoroughly, and to accomplish something modest, yet of real practical value and
substance now.

23 Dec 2022     (22 Dec 2022 to 25 Dec 2022) Merc Trine Plu

There is great depth to your conversations. You find yourself revealing secrets or very private
matters, and also asking very penetrating questions of others. Superficial answers don't satisfy you
now. This is an excellent time to investigate a complex problem or mystery, look for something that has
been lost or hidden, and also to learn more about your own inner depths.

27 Dec 2022     (27 Dec 2022 to 28 Dec 2022) Ven Trine Plu

You have a special magnetism and attractive power now, and you are feeling intensely loving also.
Your relationships, particularly sexual or romantic ones, intensify and have a deep, compelling, urgent
quality. Your inner feelings and needs for love and closeness emerge very strongly. You may also
channel some of these feelings into creative or artistic, work, something that evokes and expresses your
deepest self.

29 Dec 2022     (26 Dec 2022 to 1 Jan 2023) merc sqr moon

Emotions, prejudices, or unresolved issues from the past come up in your interactions with others
now, and you may not be very objective.

This is a good time to speak up and clear the air of any grievances you have been holding on to for
some time.

Personal subjects are the topic of discussion now. Reminiscing, remembering, daydreaming about
and reflecting on the past is likely.

29 Dec 2022     (29 Dec 2022 to 30 Dec 2022) Ven Sqr Moon

The craving for sweetness and comfort in the form of loving affection or food  is strong now. This is a
good time to baby yourself and also to spend time with the people who love and appreciate you the
most. Also, you are feeling rather tender and softhearted, and may do something "maternal" on impulse
(such as take home a stray kitten, offer to babysit, buy a gift for your family, etc.).
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31 Dec 2022     (31 Dec 2022 to 1 Jan 2023) Ven Sxtil Nep

You are receptive to beauty at this time and want to be surrounded with harmony, beauty, and
kindness. Also, you feel tender and gentle toward others, and you want to please or to be of service to
them in some way. Some selfless generosity or an effort on behalf of someone in need will make you feel
very happy now.

1 Jan 2023      (31 Dec 2022 to 2 Jan 2023) Ven Trine Ura

Unexpected pleasures, new friends, or a more playful, adventurous attitude in your relationships
make this time period stimulating and delightful. You want a break from your usual routine, and
because you are willing to experiment and to be spontaneous, you are likely to experience a refreshing
change of pace. A new romance or a revitalization of a current one is very likely.

2 Jan 2023      (1 Jan 2023 to 2 Jan 2023) Sun Sqr Sat

This is a time of considerable frustration and your desires or efforts appear to be thwarted or at least
delayed. Relationships with men and people in authority may be particularly uncomfortable. Also, you
have more self-doubt than usual; your mood is somber and rather self-critical. This is a good time to
take stock of your life, to see how you are limiting and holding yourself back, and to determine your
next steps. But do not attempt to press forward now, and don't take whatever setbacks you experience
too much too heart.

2 Jan 2023      (2 Jan 2023 to 3 Jan 2023) Sun Sqr Mars

You know just what you want right now and woe to anyone or anything that gets in your way! You are
much more likely to become domineering, pushy, or inconsiderate of others now, so it is a good time
for you to do what you need to do by yourself rather than with others. Accidents, mistakes made in
haste, or ego conflicts may occur due to your impatience and willfulness. Positively, physical energy is
high and you could accomplish a great deal.

2 Jan 2023      (2 Jan 2023 to 3 Jan 2023) Sun Sxtil Asc

This is a time for being with people and especially giving something of yourself and your talents to
others. You want to be seen and noticed. You receive appreciation and a positive response, and possibly
an opportunity or personal contact which will be quite beneficial.

3 Jan 2023      (2 Jan 2023 to 4 Jan 2023) Sun Sxtil Sun

Friendship and cooperative endeavors flourish now. You achieve a harmonious balance of giving and
receiving, of talking and listening, and any social or joint activity will benefit.
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3 Jan 2023      (2 Jan 2023 to 4 Jan 2023) Merc Trine Plu

This astrological influence (Merc Trine Plu) also occurred on 23 Dec 2022 (peak date). Please refer to
this date.

5 Jan 2023      (2 Dec 2022 to 5 Feb 2023) Plu Trine Ura

Creative abilities that have been dormant are now awakened. This is a period when you can tap into
new creative talents, and become more spontaneous and inventive. The ability to improvise and
respond to situations spontaneously, rather than needing a great deal of preparation, is heightened.

11 Jan 2023     (10 Jan 2023 to 12 Jan 2023) Merc Sxtil Sun

This astrological influence (Merc Sxtil Sun) also occurred on 15 Dec 2022 (peak date). Please refer to
this date.

12 Jan 2023     (11 Jan 2023 to 13 Jan 2023) Merc Sxtil Asc

This is an excellent time to be out and about. There are significant opportunities to make
connections, exchange information, and to learn something through a meeting or chance encounter.
Letters, phone calls, and conversations that you initiate are productive at this time.

12 Jan 2023     (12 Jan 2023 to 13 Jan 2023) Ven Sxtil Mars

Romance and flirtations are likely now. You are feeling warm, expressive, and lively. Loving feelings
flow between you and the people you meet, especially those of the opposite sex. Friendships are also
strengthened at this time. Also, your creativity and desire to make something beautiful is stimulated
now.

12 Jan 2023     (12 Jan 2023 to 13 Jan 2023) Ven Sxtil Sat

You are feeling sober and realistic about love at this time, and are interested in being with people you
respect and can depend upon - your oldest, true-blue friends. Also, reaching out to an older relative or
another mature, experienced person can mean a lot to you and be mutually beneficial now.

12 Jan 2023     (12 Jan 2023 to 13 Jan 2023) Merc Sqr Mars

Errors made in haste, speaking too forcefully, sharp words spoken on impulse, or accidents occurring
due to restlessness and impatience are all possible at this time.

You feel that you have to fight for what you want or believe in, and you are very clear, decisive, and
convincing right now, but you also tend to stir up more controversy or competitive feelings than is
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really necessary.

12 Jan 2023     (12 Jan 2023 to 13 Jan 2023) Merc Sqr Sat

Your thinking is rather gloomy and pessimistic at this time. You see the superficiality, the flaws, and
the foolishness or impracticality in others' plans. Also, communicating with others is difficult now, and
people resist what you are saying. You feel more inhibited and uncommunicative, and you sense that
others are not receptive. Frustrating conversations and the feeling that you are coming across
negatively are possible now, so you are inclined simply to keep your thoughts to yourself.

12 Jan 2023     (12 Jan 2023 to 13 Jan 2023) Ven Sqr Asc

You are a peacemaker now, for harmony in your environment seems more important than ever.
Loving relationships, giving and receiving affection, and attracting people into your life who are good
for you are very likely at this time.

12 Jan 2023     (12 Jan 2023 to 13 Jan 2023) Sun Trine Plu

This is an excellent time to eliminate whatever is unnecessary and outworn in your life, from clutter
and disorder in your environment, to an unhealthy relationship or even a long-held attitude or belief
which keeps you from going after what you really want in life.

You are also more perceptive than usual. You see other people's true colors more clearly and you may
discover a secret or the hidden aspect of some situation.

Something lost, hidden, or forgotten may come to light.

14 Jan 2023     (14 Jan 2023 to 15 Jan 2023) Ven Conj Ven

Your desire for love, companionship, and affection predominates at this time. A new friendship or
romance could begin, or an established relationship can be revitalized and enhanced.  If there is
someone you have wanted to reach out to, doing so now is likely to create warm feelings between you,
and may be the start of something beautiful. You also need to be surrounded by beauty and harmony
and your artistic inclinations are stimulated now.

15 Jan 2023     (14 Jan 2023 to 15 Jan 2023) Sun Sqr Moon

Tension in your home life, conflicts between work demands and personal needs, or unresolved
emotional tangles are likely to arise now, necessitating adjustments and compromises on your part.

A side of you which is usually hidden or in the background is likely to emerge now, and this may be
positive or negative.
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16 Jan 2023     (16 Jan 2023 to 17 Jan 2023) Sun Sxtil Nep

Today you feel less competitive and ambitious about practical and mundane matters. The world of
imagination, fantasy, art, music, or mysticism is very appealing to you now, and if you have talent in
any of these areas, this can be a creative and fruitful time for you. However, the negative possibilities
for you now are being undisciplined, slack, indefinite, and wasting time and energy.

17 Jan 2023     (16 Jan 2023 to 18 Jan 2023) Ven Conj Merc

You use charm, humor, and a light touch to get your point across now, and your friendly attitude
makes a favorable impression on others. Your artistic and aesthetic sense is heightened now also, and
interest in literature, poetry, and culture is strong. Serious and demanding mental work should
probably be put off for another time, as either your mind is more on matters of the heart or you simply
want to relax and think of lighter topics.

18 Jan 2023     (18 Jan 2023 to 19 Jan 2023) Sun Trine Ura

You have a low tolerance for boredom and following rules today and you make some creative changes
and discoveries, experiment with new possibilities, or invent a new way of doing things.

You don't want to follow anybody else's lead at this time, but fortunately you are able find ways to be
yourself and even be a little "crazy" without offending or upsetting others. This is a dynamic and
exciting period. Take advantage of any unusual offers or opportunities.

20 Jan 2023     (11 Jan 2023 to 29 Jan 2023) Sat Sxtil Moon

You are feeling at peace and very good about yourself now. Others express appreciation for the help
and support you have given them, which makes you feel that your efforts have been worthwhile. Your
daily life and activities run smoothly and everything is in good working order. You are particularly
well-organized now and your domestic life is harmonious.

22 Jan 2023     (17 Dec 2022 to 27 Feb 2023) ura sqr ven

Upsets and change in your love relationships is the key issue now. A shift in your romantic and sexual
energies at this time causes changes in love relationships.

22 Jan 2023     (22 Jan 2023 to 23 Jan 2023) Ven Sxtil Moon

This is an excellent time to have company or to give a party at your home. You are feeling hospitable,
loving, and need to share comfort and affection with close friends and family. Home improvements or
beautifying your surroundings in some way is also favored now.
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24 Jan 2023     (24 Jan 2023 to 25 Jan 2023) Ven Sqr Nep

Dreams, wishes, and fantasies about love are strong now, and you may be infatuated with someone
you meet at this time, only to be disappointed later when you discover this person does not fulfill all of
your expectations. You are simply not seeing people objectively now. Your imagination is very active
and creative however and so is your yearning for something beautiful. The artist in you emerges, and
your creations please and inspire you.

25 Jan 2023     (24 Jan 2023 to 26 Jan 2023) Ven Oppos MC

This is an excellent time for home improvements, particularly those which enhance the appearance
and beauty of your living space. Decorating or rearranging furniture in order to create a more
harmonious and pleasing arrangement is favored. Relationships with your family are very satisfying
and loving, and you may also wish to invite company into your home. The role of gracious host or
hostess suits you very well right now.

26 Jan 2023     (24 Jan 2023 to 27 Jan 2023) Merc Sqr Mars

This astrological influence (Merc Sqr Mars) also occurred on 12 Jan 2023 (peak date). Please refer to
this date.

26 Jan 2023     (24 Jan 2023 to 27 Jan 2023) Merc Sqr Sat

This astrological influence (Merc Sqr Sat) also occurred on 12 Jan 2023 (peak date). Please refer to this
date.

26 Jan 2023     (26 Jan 2023 to 27 Jan 2023) Merc Sxtil Asc

This astrological influence (Merc Sxtil Asc) also occurred on 12 Jan 2023 (peak date). Please refer to
this date.

26 Jan 2023     (26 Jan 2023 to 27 Jan 2023) Ven Oppos Jup

You are in a festive, partying mood and just want to play and share a good time with your friends.
Community social events and fellowship are very rewarding now. Also, at this time it is hard for you to
say no to food, drink or extravagances in any form. You are also very generous and tolerant toward
others. Though you feel wonderful now, you're likely to regret your actions later if you don't curtail your
impulses to overindulge, overspend, and enjoy too much of a good thing.
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27 Jan 2023     (26 Jan 2023 to 28 Jan 2023) Merc Sxtil Sun

This astrological influence (Merc Sxtil Sun) also occurred on 11 Jan 2023 (peak date). Please refer to
this date.

31 Jan 2023     (30 Jan 2023 to 1 Feb 2023) Sun Sxtil Mars

Your vitality and courage are strong now and you are eager to meet challenges. You can accomplish a
great deal of work, especially if it involves physical effort. If you are active in sports, you will be
especially competitive and vigorous now. Self-confidence is high.

31 Jan 2023     (30 Jan 2023 to 1 Feb 2023) Sun Sxtil Sat

Your ability to concentrate and focus on your work is very good now. This is a time to attend to
details, take care of practical business, and to make your life more stable and secure. It would be
beneficial to consult advisors on investments and long-range plans, and to put your affairs in order.
Eliminating waste and inefficiency is important to you now.

31 Jan 2023     (30 Jan 2023 to 1 Feb 2023) Sun Sqr Asc

You may feel out of step with the people in your immediate environment now, not in harmony with
the intentions and desires of those you work or live with.

Relationships, especially professional ones, can be tense, especially if you attempt to work your own
will. This is not a time to force issues.

3 Feb 2023      (3 Feb 2023 to 4 Feb 2023) Sun Conj Ven

Love, relationships, beauty, and pleasure are emphasized now. You feel especially attractive or
friendly, and the warmth you radiate is noticed and appreciated. A new romance or friendship may
ensue. Artistic efforts are also fruitful.

5 Feb 2023      (5 Feb 2023 to 6 Feb 2023) Merc Trine Plu

There is great depth to your conversations. You find yourself revealing secrets or very private
matters, and also asking very penetrating questions of others. Superficial answers don't satisfy you
now. This is an excellent time to investigate a complex problem or mystery, look for something that has
been lost or hidden, and also to learn more about your own inner depths.
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5 Feb 2023      (5 Feb 2023 to 6 Feb 2023) Ven Trine Asc

At this time you are inclined to invest your time and money into making your environment more
beautiful and comfortable. You may also wish to enhance your personal appearance in some way, such
as getting a new hair style or purchasing clothing, cosmetics and the like. Social gatherings are also very
positive for you now.

5 Feb 2023      (1 Feb 2023 to 9 Feb 2023) Mars Sxtil Mars

You are capable of forceful, decisive action, and you have the will to carry through on your intentions
at this time. Physically, you feel good and your energy is flowing smoothly. Also, your interactions with
others are feisty and spirited. you inspire others to take action and group efforts or joint projects are
favored.

5 Feb 2023      (1 Feb 2023 to 9 Feb 2023) Mars Sxtil Sat

Self-discipline, training, persevering through a dry or slow period, and working quietly or in meager
circumstances are themes in this time period. You have the ability and stamina to concentrate, to work
carefully and thoroughly, and to accomplish something modest, yet of real practical value and
substance now.

6 Feb 2023      (5 Feb 2023 to 7 Feb 2023) Ven Conj Sun

Your personal magnetism is strong and you attract appreciation, affection and attention at this time.
Feelings of love, a desire for beauty, and the urge to be creative are strong. You beautify your
surroundings, and pay particular attention to your appearance. This is a good time to treat yourself or
do something fun just for you.

6 Feb 2023      (29 Jan 2023 to 14 Feb 2023) Sat Sqr Nep

This is a very trying time when doubt is cast on your most cherished ideals and lofty dreams. If you
are a religious person, you may have the sobering realization of inconsistencies in your spiritual
philosophy or hypocrisies within the church.

6 Feb 2023      (5 Feb 2023 to 7 Feb 2023) Sun Conj Merc

Communications, conversations, sending and receiving messages, and taking care of routine tasks
that require mental clarity are important activities now. It is a good time to present your ideas and
point of view to others, as you express your thoughts clearly, though you are not apt to listen as well.
Buying, selling, or negotiating is likely to go well now.
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7 Feb 2023      (7 Feb 2023 to 8 Feb 2023) Merc Sqr Moon

Emotions, prejudices, or unresolved issues from the past come up in your interactions with others
now, and you may not be very objective.

This is a good time to speak up and clear the air of any grievances you have been holding on to for
some time.

Personal subjects are the topic of discussion now. Reminiscing, remembering, daydreaming about
and reflecting on the past is likely.

8 Feb 2023      (8 Feb 2023 to 9 Feb 2023) Merc Sxtil Nep

Your ability to concentrate on mundane concerns and problems diminishes now. The world of
imagination, fantasy, entertainment, or art holds more attraction for you. Go to a movie with a friend
(or write your own!). Also, your psychic sensitivity and intuition are heightened at this time. You are
more impressionable and open, but somewhat less precise and clear mentally.

9 Feb 2023      (6 Feb 2023 to 13 Feb 2023) Mars Sqr Sun

You are inclined to be aggressive and hot-tempered now, particularly when your will is blocked. Your
pushiness or competitive attitude is likely to create antagonism, hostility, and further resistance to your
efforts. It is best to work alone rather than try to cooperate or coordinate your efforts with anyone at
this time. Also, you are impatient and tend to behave in an impulsive, irritable way which makes you
more prone to accidents during this period.

9 Feb 2023      (9 Feb 2023 to 10 Feb 2023) Merc Trine Ura

You experience sudden insights, make discoveries, come up with fresh solutions to old problems, and
seek alternatives to the usual routine way of doing things. Your mental processes are speeded up and
you move more quickly now. Try to make room for a lot of spontaneity and flexibility in your schedule
at this time.

13 Feb 2023     (13 Feb 2023 to 14 Feb 2023) Sun Sxtil Moon

Support from close friends, family, and the women in your life gives you confidence now. This is a
good time to mend fences and ameliorate problems in your home life.
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13 Feb 2023     (13 Feb 2023 to 14 Feb 2023) Ven Oppos Plu

An intense emotional or sexual attraction, a very revealing, intimate encounter, or a powerful desire
to be close to, and share your deepest feelings with, someone is very likely now. Emotions and issues in
a close relationship that have been brewing beneath the surface for quite awhile come to the surface at
this time, possibly in a very disruptive way. All of your relationships intensify and you need to be aware
of your tendency to act in a rather compulsive, demanding way towards others.

15 Feb 2023     (15 Feb 2023 to 16 Feb 2023) Sun Sqr Nep

Confusion, inability to focus on mundane tasks, poor understanding or miscommunication between
yourself and others, and the desire to evade real responsibilities and challenges are negative potentials
for you now. You are more sensitive, impressionable, dreamy, or idealistic at this time also.

16 Feb 2023     (13 Feb 2023 to 19 Feb 2023) Mars Trine Ven

Right now you are more magnetic and sexually attractive, and your love life is likely to be both
harmonious and satisfying. You experience a positive flow of warmth and friendliness between yourself
and others, and you are stimulated and energized by your casual interactions with others of the
opposite sex. Creative and artistic efforts also flourish at this time.

17 Feb 2023     (17 Feb 2023 to 18 Feb 2023) Sun Oppos MC

This is a time for withdrawing your energy, attention, and efforts from the outside world and external
goals in order to replenish yourself. Quiet reflection and attention to your inner world, your family, and
the foundation that supports all of your outside activities, is called for. This is a time to "lie low". You
may have to work quietly or without much outside recognition at this time.

17 Feb 2023     (17 Feb 2023 to 18 Feb 2023) Ven Trine Nep

At this time you are more sensitive to beauty and also the feelings and needs of others. It is easy for
you to give generously of yourself, for you sympathize strongly with other people and spiritual values
are more important than material ones at this time.

18 Feb 2023     (17 Feb 2023 to 19 Feb 2023) Sun Oppos Jup

A goal or vision you have been working toward comes into fruition now, or gains momentum and
positive recognition from others. You feel expansive and inclined to take risks, and you may be overly
extravagant now.
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18 Feb 2023     (17 Feb 2023 to 19 Feb 2023) Ven Oppos Ura

You are prone to act erratically in your relationships. A sudden infatuation, or an impulse to break
free or make radical changes in a current relationship, is likely. Also, a taste for the unusual and
unconventional emerges. You may find yourself enjoying things you never thought you would like.

19 Feb 2023     (19 Feb 2023 to 20 Feb 2023) Merc Sxtil Mars

You are eager to discuss your thoughts and plans with others at this time and you may have a very
fruitful brainstorming session, a spirited debate, or a very active meeting with others in which things
really get accomplished. You are verbally assertive and can present your own plan or idea quite
convincingly.

19 Feb 2023     (19 Feb 2023 to 20 Feb 2023) Merc Sxtil Sat

Your mind is serious and you are able to concentrate on work that requires patience, attention to
detail, and precision. Practical concerns dominate. It is a good time to learn practical skills, do your
taxes, organize your files, and take care of business. You'll want to avoid light social conversation or
trivialities that distract you from your work.

19 Feb 2023     (19 Feb 2023 to 20 Feb 2023) Merc Sqr Asc

You will be alert and on your toes now. The pace is likely to be fast, even hectic. You are restless and
eager to meet others halfway, to converse, exchange information, and make connections. Nervousness
or irritability due to aggravations and the stress of increased demands at work is possible.

20 Feb 2023     (12 Feb 2023 to 1 Mar 2023) Sat Oppos MC

A new step in maturity and independence is made at this time. This change is usually a difficult one
to make because it involves breaking old habits and associations that you have become accustomed
to.

21 Feb 2023     (21 Feb 2023 to 22 Feb 2023) Merc Conj Ven

Thoughts of love and an appreciation of the beauty in your life comes to the fore. This is a favorable
time to communicate your feelings to the ones you care about: write a love poem or send a love letter!
Also your aesthetic sense is strong now; you may want to make changes in your environment to take it
more harmonious and pleasurable for you.
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23 Feb 2023     (23 Feb 2023 to 24 Feb 2023) Merc Conj Merc

You are alert, mentally sharp and clear, and your ability to comprehend new concepts is heightened.
Also, you can verbalize and articulate your ideas very well at this time. Intellectual curiosity is also high.
This is a good time to make plans and strategies or begin a course of study.

25 Feb 2023     (22 Feb 2023 to 28 Feb 2023) Mars Trine Merc

You speak very clearly, convincingly, and forcefully now, so that there is no mistaking what your
views and opinions are. You can argue a good case, make a very persuasive presentation, or successfully
challenge someone whose ideas do not agree with your own. Your mind is sharp and your responses
quick. This is a very good time to take a test or to do any kind of intellectual or mental work.

26 Feb 2023     (21 Feb 2023 to 2 Mar 2023) Jup Conj Mars

Physical energy and stamina are very high now. You feel energetic and enthusiastic, and you go after
challenges with gusto. You have a positive "can do" attitude that enables you to accomplish much more
now than is usually possible. In athletic activities, your extra boost of energy causes you to excel.

26 Feb 2023     (21 Feb 2023 to 2 Mar 2023) Jup Conj Sat

You are likely to have some difficulty making an important decision at this time. You may simply feel
like a change in your career and life style is needed, or someone may offer you an alternative career
path that you have to carefully weigh the pros and cons of.

27 Feb 2023     (27 Feb 2023 to 28 Feb 2023) Merc Sxtil Moon

You feel inclined to speak to others about your innermost feelings, your past, and other personal
subjects, which builds closeness and trust in your relationships, especially with women. You are also a
sympathetic listener, drawing out others' feelings and personal experiences.

You may hear from someone from the past or reach out to someone you have a long history with or
who was once very important in your life.

28 Feb 2023     (28 Feb 2023 to 1 Mar 2023) Merc Sqr Nep

Mental clarity, discrimination, and your ability to separate fact from fiction is diminished now.
Miscommunications and an inability to formulate your ideas coherently are likely. Your mind wanders,
and this can be a time of creative reverie or daydreaming. Avoid making binding contracts at this
time.
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1 Mar 2023      (1 Mar 2023 to 2 Mar 2023) Ven Conj Mars

Your amorous desires and romantic urges are very strong now. In all of your relationships, whether
romantic or not, you feel quite warm and affectionate. You are less competitive, more interested in
pleasing others, and creating harmony. You may also feel compelled to do something creative or
artistic, something to express your craving for beauty.

1 Mar 2023      (1 Mar 2023 to 2 Mar 2023) Ven Conj Sat

Emotional self-control and feelings of distance and aloneness characterize this time. You are coolly
objective about your friends and loved ones, and their shortcomings as friends or lovers. You are
probably being a bit too critical and hard on them right now. This is also a time for belt-tightening and
being very cautious about investments and expenditures. Going on a diet is favored now.

1 Mar 2023      (1 Mar 2023 to 2 Mar 2023) Merc Oppos MC

Your mind is directed inward now. Reflecting on your personal life, and the overall direction you are
headed in, is very likely now. Thoughts of the past and the choices you made are also prominent.
Making a decision regarding your home or your family life is favored at this time.

2 Mar 2023      (1 Mar 2023 to 3 Mar 2023) Sun Trine Asc

You are in harmony with the people in your immediate environment. There is a sense of ease and of
flowing with, rather than fighting against or resisting, what is going on around you. Therefore, you have
more energy and more fun at this time.

Now is a good time to make a presentation, go for an interview, or meet the public in some way; the
response is positive.

2 Mar 2023      (22 Feb 2023 to 10 Mar 2023) Sat Oppos Jup

At this point in your life you come to an impasse. A dead end blocks you from reaching some of your
highest goals and ideals. Although this is very frustrating, you fortunately are likely to react with a
degree of detachment and mental objectivity that allows you to consider alternative solutions to the
problem in a logical way.

2 Mar 2023      (1 Mar 2023 to 3 Mar 2023) Merc Oppos Jup

You are mentally restless and can not concentrate well on your immediate, familiar tasks. You are not
inclined to discipline your mind or focus on practical matters, unless there is an element of gambling,
play, or risk-taking involved. Reading something that is mind expanding, taking a trip, or planning a
vacation is favored at this time.
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3 Mar 2023      (3 Mar 2023 to 4 Mar 2023) Sun Conj Sun

Today you want to stand out, to be the center of attention and receive recognition. It is a time to
appreciate who you are as a unique individual. This is the beginning of a new year for you, and you feel
charged with new energy, vitality, and sense of purpose.

4 Mar 2023      (3 Mar 2023 to 5 Mar 2023) Ven Sxtil Ven

Opportunities for friendship, pleasant associations and enjoyable social interactions occur now.
Personal relationships are harmonious and rewarding. Also, financial transactions go smoothly for you
and material benefits are possible at this time.

6 Mar 2023      (6 Mar 2023 to 7 Mar 2023) Ven Sxtil Merc

This is a very good time to go to the theatre, an art exhibit, or social gathering. You want to see
beautiful things and exchange pleasantries with others. In fact, matters of the heart are on your mind
and you may want to play match-maker now.

7 Mar 2023      (5 Mar 2023 to 9 Mar 2023) Mars Sqr Plu

Your drive for personal power, achievement, or control over your life is very strong at this time. The
tyrant in you emerges, and you can be excessively willful, domineering, or compulsive about doing what
you want to. You battle anyone or anything that is an obstacle to your individual freedom of action, and
ego conflicts or a furious power struggle may ensue. Also, you can be unmerciful with yourself and your
own weaknesses. You are likely to push yourself much too hard.

9 Mar 2023      (9 Mar 2023 to 10 Mar 2023) Merc Trine Asc

Communications are excellent now. You come across clearly and present yourself articulately. Public
speaking, interviews, and other transactions with the public are favored. Conversations you have at this
time go smoothly, and an agreement can be reached.

10 Mar 2023     (9 Mar 2023 to 11 Mar 2023) Merc Conj Sun

You make yourself perfectly clear at this time, coming across in a very direct, articulate manner. Your
honesty and willingness to communicate openly impresses others. This is a good time to give a speech,
present your ideas publicly, or simply express your viewpoint to the people who matter the most in your
life. If you are in a profession dealing with words, ideas, or communications, this is a very positive and
fruitful time for you.
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12 Mar 2023     (11 Mar 2023 to 13 Mar 2023) Ven Conj Moon

Feelings of tenderness and love, especially for family or children, are very strong at this time. You
want to shower loved ones with affection, to invite friends into your home, and to be pampered and
cared for. Your relationships with women are very harmonious and positive now.

12 Mar 2023     (8 Mar 2023 to 16 Mar 2023) Jup Sxtil Ven

This is an excellent time for personal relationships and friendships. You are able to share feelings,
interests, and concerns openly and honestly with others.

12 Mar 2023     (11 Mar 2023 to 13 Mar 2023) Sun Oppos Plu

You directly confront something that has been hidden, forgotten, or ignored for a long time.
Unresolved issues in personal relationships are stirred up and the underlying causes for a painful or
problematic aspect of a relationship may be brought to light.

Personal power and control are issues for you now, and if you take too much power (i.e. are
manipulative and tyrannical) or too little power (i.e. are overly passive and easily victimized), then you
will become embroiled in power struggles with others.

13 Mar 2023     (11 Mar 2023 to 15 Mar 2023) Mars Sxtil Moon

You easily become fired up emotionally at this time, especially about people, places, or causes you
have a strong attachment to from the past (such as your alma mater, your home town, etc.). You care
more passionately and respond instinctively and emotionally to whatever happens to you at this time.
Also, you are energized and invigorated now and eager to be involved in projects that benefit your
children, family, or home.

15 Mar 2023     (14 Mar 2023 to 15 Mar 2023) Merc Oppos Plu

This can be a time for exposing and talking about hidden, intensely private, secret, or taboo subjects.
Your mind is very probing and your conversations and interactions with others are intense. Pat answers
and superficialities don't suffice now. You can be too intrusive or overbearing when stating your point
of view.

15 Mar 2023     (15 Mar 2023 to 16 Mar 2023) Ven Trine MC

Your friendly concern for others and your willingness to meet people half way benefits your career,
reputation, or public image at this time. This is a favorable time to socialize with people you have
professional ties with, as the positive feelings you generate now are likely to be an aid to you in the
future. Beautifying the place where you interface with the public and an increased concern about your
own physical appearance are also brought out now.
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16 Mar 2023     (15 Mar 2023 to 17 Mar 2023) Ven Trine Jup

Emotional well-being and contentment characterize this time period. You feel quite relaxed and
carefree, and this would be a splendid time for a vacation. Laziness, self-indulgence, and expecting
everything to work out well with no effort on your part are negative possibilities now. You feel very
lucky and you are likely to be lax or extravagant with your money. Material benefits are, indeed, likely
at this time, but beware of being overly generous or depending too much on Lady Luck.

17 Mar 2023     (17 Mar 2023 to 18 Mar 2023) Merc Trine Nep

You are inspired creatively, artistically, or spiritually at this time. Your imagination, intuition, and
psychic sensitivity are high now, and you find yourself wanting to paint or listen to music, daydream, or
fantasize rather than concentrate on practical matters.

17 Mar 2023     (17 Mar 2023 to 18 Mar 2023) Sun Trine Nep

At this time you really enjoy art, theatre, music, and your own inner world of fantasy. Your
imagination is vivid. If you have an interest in spiritual matters, these interests come to the fore now
also. The inability to be decisive and a lack of energy or drive is a negative possibility. You can be quite
lazy now.

18 Mar 2023     (17 Mar 2023 to 19 Mar 2023) Merc Oppos Ura

This time is filled with stimulating discussions about controversial topics, unusual or offbeat ideas, or
"crazy" schemes. The tempo of your life increases and may leave you feeling frazzled. Because you are
quite restless, you may do or say things in haste that you will regret later.

18 Mar 2023     (17 Mar 2023 to 19 Mar 2023) Sun Oppos Ura

Relationships go awry or at least take an unexpected turn. The need for more freedom,
independence, or novelty on your part, or on the part of someone close to you, may disrupt the status
quo in an important relationship. or, you may come into contact with someone who is very different
from yourself and who challenges, surprises, or upsets you. Expect the unexpected in your
relationships!

20 Mar 2023     (18 Mar 2023 to 23 Mar 2023) Mars Sqr Ura

Rebelliousness, recklessness, impatience, a sudden burst of anger or your need to break free from
rules and restrictions may create a lot of disruption in your life right now. Also, you can't seem to settle
down or focus on one task for any length of time. Though you are unusually energetic, it is hard for you
to get anything done. You tend to fly off the handle and to scatter your forces. You are happiest now
when you do something creative and daring, which doesn't involve trying to cooperate or conform to
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others' wishes and needs.

21 Mar 2023     (19 Mar 2023 to 23 Mar 2023) Mars Sxtil MC

Working energetically with a clear objective in mind, advancing your own professional goals and
enlisting others' support for your projects by acting as a leader, are key issues now. Your superiors and
others in authority respond favorably to your confidence and your willingness to take a risk or attack a
problem in a new way.

24 Mar 2023     (22 Mar 2023 to 26 Mar 2023) Mars Sxtil Jup

Doors open and new opportunities for personal and professional growth present themselves. Any
initiative or action you feel inclined to take at this time is likely to lead to a positive outcome for you.
Partnerships or joining with others for mutual benefit is favored. Your energy level is high; this is a
good time for athletics, especially team sports.

24 Mar 2023     (24 Mar 2023 to 25 Mar 2023) Merc Conj Mars

You are likely to come to a very clear, definite decision at this time, and to let others know exactly
what you want. You are not in a very conciliatory mood and are not averse to stirring up unpleasant
controversy in defense of your plan, idea, or desire. You may speak or act in haste now which can be a
cause of regret later on.

24 Mar 2023     (24 Mar 2023 to 25 Mar 2023) Merc Conj Sat

You have a very realistic and no-nonsense attitude at this time, and are rather critical, skeptical, or at
the very least, cautious about new ideas. Deep, quite study and solitary reflection is favored. You are
more taciturn and uncommunicative than usual and don't feel very social. If you are with others, you
are likely to turn the discussions into something heavy and serious. Frivolity holds no appeal for you
now.

26 Mar 2023     (22 Mar 2023 to 30 Mar 2023) Jup Sxtil Merc

Long-distance communications and business dealings are successful now. For example, if you need to
call a business or company for assistance, you will find that you are able to get through to a helpful
person who can assist you. You are also able to communicate successfully with co-workers and
colleagues regarding overall plans and goals of the business or trade that you are involved in.
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26 Mar 2023     (25 Mar 2023 to 27 Mar 2023) Merc Sxtil Ven

There is a friendly, cooperative, harmonious tone to the interactions you have now. It is a good time
for social activities and for getting in touch with friends. You avoid heavy discussions and do not want
to focus on dry, practical matters. Reading light fiction, going out to see a romantic comedy, or simply
sharing a pleasant time with someone you like is more in tune with your feelings now.

26 Mar 2023     (25 Mar 2023 to 27 Mar 2023) Ven Oppos Asc

This is a very positive time in your marriage or closest one-to-one relationships. Your need to be
together and to share loving feelings is very strong. You want to give to your friends and loved ones,
and may spend generously in order to make them happy. You may also meet someone now that is very
good for you.

27 Mar 2023     (27 Mar 2023 to 28 Mar 2023) Ven Sxtil Sun

Opportunities for friendship, cooperation, love, and shared happiness arise. The warmth and good
will you generate now is likely to be a benefit to you both now and later on. You feel especially friendly
and sociable.

28 Mar 2023     (27 Mar 2023 to 29 Mar 2023) Merc Sxtil Merc

A non-stop flow of communication between yourself and the people in your immediate environment
is likely today. You may engage in interesting and informative discussions or fritter your time away in
inconsequential chatter and gossip. Mental curiosity or restlessness may also impel you to take a short
trip or visit.

29 Mar 2023     (29 Mar 2023 to 30 Mar 2023) Ven Sqr Ven

What occurs now makes you more aware of what you need, feel and want in your relationships. If you
are unhappy in your personal life, this is brought out now, and you'll need to face what is causing your
dissatisfaction. Differences in personal style, tastes, and ways of expressing affection may emerge. You
also feel amorous and loving, and if your personal life is going well, this is a time to really enjoy and
appreciate it.

31 Mar 2023     (31 Mar 2023 to 1 Apr 2023) Merc Conj Moon

Conversations have a particularly emotional, intimate, or nostalgic tone. Sharing memories and
reminiscences, or discussing a very personal topic with someone you feel you can trust is likely now.
You may have a significant communication (letter, phone call, or personal discussion) with someone
who was once very important to you or with whom you have a long history. This is a good time to
reflect, review, and get a perspective on emotional matters or things of the past.
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31 Mar 2023     (31 Mar 2023 to 1 Apr 2023) Ven Sqr Merc

Your thoughts turn to love and this is a favorable time to bring out any concerns you have in your
personal relationships. Agreements and cooperation can be achieved easily now. You readily discuss
your personal needs and desires. Also, you are more aware of beauty and may want to rearrange your
decor or buy something to beautify your surroundings.

1 Apr 2023      (31 Mar 2023 to 2 Apr 2023) Sun Conj Mars

You feel energetic, confident, and assertive now, and are less inclined to be patient with others' needs
and demands. You may become angry if your will is blocked or if you have to adjust your vigorous pace
to others' slower tempo.

This is an excellent time to take the initiative or to begin a project that you have been considering.
ACTION is the theme for today. If you tend to be hot-tempered, this is aggravated now, and you can be
quite pugnacious. If you are a more relaxed, easy-going person, you will simply feel more energy and
drive than usual.

1 Apr 2023      (31 Mar 2023 to 2 Apr 2023) Sun Conj Sat

You are serious and disinclined to frivolous or inconsequential activity. It's a time best spent working
alone, structuring and organizing your life in some way, and focusing on whatever tasks (however
distasteful or tedious) that you really need to do. You feel like withdrawing from people and find social
situations unfulfilling or wasteful. Your vitality and your spirits are somewhat dampened.

2 Apr 2023      (2 Apr 2023 to 3 Apr 2023) Merc Trine MC

At this time you put extra energy into thinking about and organizing your work and professional life.
Decisions you make at this time are likely to work out well, as you are clear and objective. Gathering
information regarding your career or long-range goals is also favored.

3 Apr 2023      (2 Apr 2023 to 4 Apr 2023) Merc Trine Jup

This is a good time to travel, especially to places you've never experienced before, where you will be
exposed to new ideas and different ways of looking at the world. Studying new concepts is also favored;
your ability to understand and abstract ideas and your desire to grow intellectually is strong now.
Anything than broadens your world appeals to you at this time. You are interested in the big picture
and have less attention and interest in details.
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4 Apr 2023      (4 Apr 2023 to 5 Apr 2023) Ven Trine Plu

You have a special magnetism and attractive power now, and you are feeling intensely loving also.
Your relationships, particularly sexual or romantic ones, intensify and have a deep, compelling, urgent
quality. Your inner feelings and needs for love and closeness emerge very strongly. You may also
channel some of these feelings into creative or artistic, work, something that evokes and expresses your
deepest self.

4 Apr 2023      (4 Apr 2023 to 5 Apr 2023) Sun Sxtil Ven

Your relationships are especially affectionate and friendly at this time, and you may benefit socially
or materially through an opportunity offered to you by a friend. This is a good time for parties, social
gatherings, and other pleasurable activities.

7 Apr 2023      (6 Apr 2023 to 8 Apr 2023) Sun Sxtil Merc

This is a time when you express yourself very clearly, and conversations, negotiations, and
communications of all kinds are cordial and successful. Expect a rapid pace with numerous
transactions, letters, phone calls, or errands requiring mental clarity.

8 Apr 2023      (8 Apr 2023 to 9 Apr 2023) Ven Oppos Nep

You are in a dreamy, romantic mood and yearnings for love, feelings of compassion or even religious
devotion accompany this time period. You are definitely more idealistic, tolerant, and selfless in your
relationships, which may cause you to act against your own interests. Decisions involving money or
important commitments to others, therefore, should probably be made some other time. A desire for
loveliness and beauty in your surroundings is also strong.

9 Apr 2023      (8 Apr 2023 to 10 Apr 2023) Ven Trine Ura

Unexpected pleasures, new friends, or a more playful, adventurous attitude in your relationships
make this time period stimulating and delightful. You want a break from your usual routine, and
because you are willing to experiment and to be spontaneous, you are likely to experience a refreshing
change of pace. A new romance or a revitalization of a current one is very likely.

9 Apr 2023      (8 Apr 2023 to 10 Apr 2023) Ven Sqr MC

The desire to socialize, to be friendly, or loved may interfere with getting work done or acting in a
professional manner. Scheduling time for recreation or to attend to a relationship is a good idea now.
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10 Apr 2023     (10 Apr 2023 to 11 Apr 2023) Ven Sqr Jup

This is a time when it is difficult to stay within a budget or on a diet, as your tendency is to splurge on
beautiful things and to enjoy yourself as much as possible. You want comfort and ease, and have
luxurious tastes. Quality is especially important to you right now. Also, you want to share whatever
good fortune you have. You need company and happy fellowship. It's a good time for a party, as long as
you don't overdo it.

12 Apr 2023     (12 Apr 2023 to 13 Apr 2023) Merc Oppos Asc

Conversations with your partners and friends are critical now. This is a time for you to really listen
and learn from others. If there is some matter you are concerned with, now is an excellent time to
consult a professional or even a good friend that can give helpful feedback. You need other peoples'
ideas and opinions now.

13 Apr 2023     (12 Apr 2023 to 14 Apr 2023) Merc Sxtil Sun

This is a busy time; communicating and getting in touch with others is very likely. Numerous phone
calls, letters, meetings, errands, or discussions bring you into contact with others. This is a good time to
brainstorm with others, share ideas, and come to a group consensus.

19 Apr 2023     (31 Mar 2023 to 6 May 2023) Ura Sqr Merc

Fresh, exciting ideas appeal to you now and you find it extremely difficult to keep your attention on
subject matter or work that you have already mastered. You want to try something new.

24 Apr 2023     (26 Mar 2023 to 6 June 2023) Nep Trine Nep

A maturing of your ideals and spiritual values occurs now. This maturing process is so gradual and
natural that you will hardly notice it, but it is significant. You become less ego-centered and more
sensitive to the needs of others.
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